'Rustic Orange' ('Klondyke'), one of the best pure oranges for many years but easily replaced by 2013-14. Could be polyclonal as
stock offered by Rosy Dawn and some others has a more defined set of yellow teeth, fair cleaner in the marginal than the photo
shot at Biltmore Gardens above. 'Gator Glory' is one choice for a tough, very orange, true orange clone of similar aspect to this
and one with much less dark olive mottling.
'Rustic Red' (GIANT EXHIBITION™) - ht: 12-15 in. tall. Leaves massive at 6-7 inches long, very shallowly and remotely crenate,
15-26 teeth per side, 90-98% central zone a rusty-red, broken down as dark orange overlaid with lots of rose-red, very finely and
slightly rugose, the small interval bumps being often darker burgundy but not boldly so, remainder a chartreuse margin at 2-10%
surface, some dark reticulations into the pal margin, only sometimes isolating or delimiting the teeth.
'Rustic Splendour' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described.
'Rusty Rose' - medium ovate, clean, fairly uniform magenta to rich pink center (30-60%), also a uniformly rusty-red to orangishscarlet margin for the remainder (40-65%), teeth just slightly tinged paler, not quite a picotee and not a continuous edge either.
In, ph: https://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/rusty-rose/, accessed 12.9.2019
'Rusty Ruffles' - a listed name, description needed.
'Saber' ('Saber Mix') - narrow blades much like Salicifolius Group, certainly linear-elliptic. In: Claude Hope, 1970's. He was the
founder of the modern elliptic or saber types though the Salicifolius Group did exist in Germany years before. Hope's plants had
shorter blades and more compact, even dwarf stature.

'Sahari Safari' - classic Suborbicular, rehneltianus type leaf, most leaves 0.75-1.1 inches wide, occasional ones to 1.5 inches,
central zone (50-85%) a dusky dark red to violet-red, surface a bit rugose so veins might appears darker or more red, slightly
bullate or raised intervenal areas a nit green as in reddish-olive but this contrast is quite subtle, margin (15-50%, mostly 25%) is
a bright lime to chartreuse-green. It is very contrasty, fairly uniform for pigmentation and their proportions. Image from NC State
AAS Trials in July 2018.

Salicifolius Group - willow-type or narrowly elliptic to elliptic-linear blades with or without marginal lobes or teeth, often with 1-4
sharp, forward-pointing lobes per side. The New York Botanical Garden Journal Volume 17: 217 describes this sort as bearing
"narrow, slender, quite irregularly lobed leaves" in contrast to their Quercifolia Group. The name Coleus salifolius appears earlier
in the 1905 Teysmannia 16: 45. Modern clones of this type include the popular VELVET MOCHA and some in the Aurora Series,
though the later are slightly reduced blades in some cases, but are more likely from Claude Hope's Saber Strain of the 1970's. The
above plate from Weiner Illust. of 1904 shows the original material under this name. We now believe that 'Salicifolius' and
'Salicifolius Nanus' are the same strain. It was sold by Parks in the US in their 1914 Catalog, proving we'd had this narrow leaf
morphology in the US for over a century now. We just found out that Wm. Elliott sold it in the US as early as 1907 with the
additional name of "Parrot" saying it came in various colors, was narrow and long, and also "more or less toothed". This confirms
they had something like in the German plate above and not a entire-bladed entity like FANCY FEATHERS.
'Salicifolius Nanus' - narrow, willowy leaf, "a fine dwarf bedder...rich purplish and green edged leaves". Another report calls it red
with deeper marginal colors. In: Mr. W.H. Young, Mercury Nursery, Romford, England in J. Horticulture and Home Farmer 1908:
362. This may be regarded as first of compact, elliptic-linear bladed form. The name Coleus salicifolius nanus dates earlier to
Wiener Ill. Garten-Zeitung 1903: 418 and it's unclear if they refer to Young's plant.
'Salmon Croton' - "scalloped, crinkled, linear, pale salmony-pink with green edging" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for
bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)
'Salmon Lace' - Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Salmon%20Lace.html
'Salmon Plumes' - finger-anemone sort, big salmon-magenta center. So: Dibleys per RHS Plant Finder 2013, not on their online
site

'Salsa Roja' - a classic Saber-Elliptic leaf, about 2-4 teeth oer side, a dusky, grayish dark maroon red or dark red tinged violet, the
veins slightly more violet or purple but barely contrasting. Image here from North Carolina State University AAS Trials in July
2018.

'Salsa Verde' also at the Raulston AAS trials. It is more yellow than it would be in shade.
'Salute' - "bluish-green ground, traversed with network of purple" (Rand, Popular Flowers, 1870)

'Salvator'. "deep velvety maroon; brilliant crimson center and green edge". Plate above from G. Drobisch, Columbia, Ohio, Catalog 1895

'Sam Cooke' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2003
'San Antonio Distinction' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Sandstone' (FLORICOLOR Series) - narrowly elliptic-ovate transitioning to a Carefree-Oak but wide and more irregularly, margins
long-crenate to semi-oak, some plants a lemon-lime blend, others 50% a medium green centrakl zone with a medium to light
yellow margin. This is a strange name for a plant in lime to green tones. Wouldn't 'Sedona' or something close be a better choice
for this name?
'Sandy Beaches' - medium ovate, moderately crenate, about 10-16 teeth per side, light yellow base color, subtle lime to bright
green mottlings or tints near the margins and apex to 5-10% surface, also faint rosy-red spots near the center of the blade,
forming no particular shape or pattern, a very subtle tricolor as if a yellow beach dusted with pink and green sand. In: Taylor
Greenhouses, Fall 2014, accessed 12.12.2014. Eval: ordered for 2015 ICS Cultivar Trials.
'Sangria' - very broadly suborbicular-ovate, 95% dark violet-red, shallow crenate, notably with a big lime green basal mark below
the dark red zone, margin teeth lime green, very thin contrasting edge as such, some teeth not green and more red, the showy
green base is bright and very pretty. Less mottled than 'Dipt in Wine' and not as dark red but it shares a similar green base zone
below the dark red. Photo, Source: http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleus-sangria.html
'Sanguine Sass' - wide flat oak, arching, well-textured to slightly rugose, mix of dusky red, light olive, splashes of pink, and other
tones, quite variable Or, in: Ken Frieling, Glasshouse Works, new in 2013.
'Sassafrass' - Broadly ovate, distinctly crenate teeth, base color is medium, bright lime, overlaid at 35-60% with a dark purplishburgundy set of fine spots and small, short sectors, sometimes even miniature lobed leaves 4-10mm long of this same color, a
very fine lime/purple mosaic in effect.
'Sassy Rogue' - Avant Gardens ex Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described, no photo. Not currently (April 2014) offered by Avante
Gardens NE

'Satanic Embers' - blistered, ultra-rugose, twisted, and arching Carefree-Oak, hard to describe but basically a light green to lime
green (50-70%), numerous dark spinach green reticulations into the margins, some margin reticulations a rich violet-red to
purplish-red, a central zone (essentially a wide, 3-8mm midrib) in dark dusky purple to violet-purple, some of the bullate and
convex teeth also suffused violet-red to dusky purplish-red, quite an evil thing unless you see God or some good in it? Or: Ken
Frieling, cross of 'Dragon's Claw' and 'Noonday Moon'. Photo:
http://rosydawngardens.com/satanic-embers-202.html

'Saturn', by now a legend for chartreuse with a sharp, wide maroon border. This is one of the most marketable clones and the
bright teeth tips make it even better than most. This has become one of the most recognizable clones of recent years.
'Saturn' exist in 2 entities:
1) one pictured above, believed to be true, bright lime to chartreuse with dark red margins.
2) as oftens by taylorgreenhouses.com, website, accessed 12.12.2014, showing a dark purplish-maroon center at 60-80% surface,
lime margins, very rugose. This same firm offers a plant very much resembling Saturn 1. under the name 'Lime Cola'.
'Saturn's Rings' - 'Saturn' sport where the dark purplish-red marginal ring is but 10-15% of the surface, the remainder a huge
chartreuse to mint-lime center not interrupted by an contrasting spots nor venation. The central zone here is not only much larger
but a slightly milder, less yellow shade of chartreuse. Or: Rosy Dawn Gardens. Photo, Source:
http://www.rosydawngardens.com/saturns-rings-204.html

'Saucy Tart' - Glasshouse Works, photo not online.
'Saundersii' ('Verschaffeltii' x 'Veitchii') - rich deep chocolate-purple in center, much of that area mottled, light bronze near
margins, wide edge of green with purplish-bronze veins in that area. Bause hybrid.
'Sawgrass' - wide, majorly bold and rugose Carefree-Oak type, very bullate and rugose central zone, base color a medium-dark
green, not forest green or blackish but near enough, some olive zones where the true yellow teeth (5-10%) appear, these teeth
also micro-rugose with tertiary veins in play, margins not always uniform for pattern nor color (younger plants can more overtly
yellow-edged but nothing like 'Collin's Gold' for example), just a hit or miss operation so it appears to be a green clone with
occasional yellow spots and paler venation throughout thought reticulations are not bold nor visible from a distance. A 3dimensional blade.
'Savvy' - "optical delusion" (Glasshouseworks.com, accessed 4.4.2014), broadly ovate, crenate, 10-16 teeth per side, moderately
rugose along secondary and tertiary veins, purplish-pink suffused dusky orange and ochre, unicolored from a distance but more
complex in shades when viewed up close.
'Say Cheese' - In: Glasshouse Works c. 2008
'Scarborough Fair' - narrowly ovate, distinctly serrate, 15-30 teeth per side, base color a rich lime green, heavily sectored and
flecked orangish-red to scarlet at 50-80% surface. RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009. The JStor Global Plants website shows an
RHS Standard with this text:
Height to 60cm. Leaves multicoloured, base of pale yelow overlain with bright green (_c_.N144C), raspberry red (59A), orange (_c_.43C), purple (186A). Pedicels pale green (_c_.157A) flushed with navy purple (N187B). Stem pale
green (_c_.157A), with stripes of navy purple (N187B). Lower surface paler version of the upper surface

'Scarecrow' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Scarecrow.html
'Scarlet Green' - Ht: 12-14 in. Leaves broadly ovate, margins large dentate-crenate, dark violet-red center at 40-55% surface,
remainder a bright, medium green, some dark red reticulations into the green edge, generally not the edge, teeth with dark red
spots apart from the vein colors in most cases, only occasionally merging with them. . In: Burpee, 2014 introduction. We have
ordered it from our NOS Coleus Trials 2013-2018. We just got our vial of seed on 11.29.2013 and so the sowing begins.

'Scarlet Ibis' (TERRA NOVA™ Series) - Image above courtesy of and copyright owned by terranovanurseries.com
'Scarlet Poncho' - Two plants are offered under this name:
1) small ovate, shallowly crenate, 6-12 teeth per side, big scarlet central zone at 80-90% surface, glowing chartreuse margins in
the reminder, very few reticulation between the zones.
2) seed strain, big magenta central zone to 70%, 20% transitional zone in dark, muddy purplish-green, thin bright green margin
or teeth.

'Scarlet Prince' - "Brilliant carmine scarlet, edged crimson" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1884, scan above). It is considered lost since
about that time.
'Scarlet Ribbons' - narrowly long-ovate, sharp acute (much adrupt nor much elongated) apex, crenate, big magenta tree zone to
30%, next outer zone a dark reddish-purple, fairly clean and not too muddy, teeth a bright pale green, more green in the upper
half, small reticulations of dark red and some spots as the teeth show good visual separation, emphasizing their scalloped or
crenulated appearance. This is not a willowy or anemone-like or classically ribboned leaf in any sense. If it has ribbons they are
magenta! We found the earliest lit to be "moderately scalloped, slightly crinkled, central zone deep maroon and green, bordered
by scarlet with golden yellow to green egding" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North
Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9). It is featured in a plate in the Pedley and Pedley monograph (1974).
'Scarlet Wizard' = WIZARD® SCARLET?
'Scarborough Fair' - medium ovate, richly mottled in a mosaic pattern shades of dark orange and red over bright lime, markings
up to 80% surface, diverse in their size and shape, unlike many mosaics this has distinctly red and violet-red shades along with
more orange ones, thus tricolored if not more. Or: UK bef. 2017
'Scary Tale' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Scary%20Tale.html
'Scatter Splatter' - narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, irregular crenate to irregular dentate, 80-90% creame, heavily flecked and
spotted scarlet-pink to violet-red, tips and some portions of the margin in lime green.
'Schizo' - a listed name. Description needed.
'Schizophrenia' - narrowly elliptic-ovate, forward-pointing crenate, more finely crenulate towards the base, 15-26 teeth per side,
acuminate apex, base color a subtle mix of lime, basil green, and dark chartreuse, irreguarly flecked and spotted in a very fine
manner in dark burgundy red, perhaps 50-90 dark spots per leaf, not bold sectors in most cases, many of the flecks and spots just
2-4mm long or wide, thus giving a finely textured look.
Photo: http://rosydawngardens.com/schizophrenia-205.html
'Scottii' ('Verschaffeltii' x 'Gibsonii') - bright green with many dark purple veins, these fusing into some blotches, essentially purple
with green windows or zone2.
'Screaming Raspberry' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Screaming%20Raspberry.html

'Scuttlebutt'- listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own introduction

COLE1528 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Monkey Purple' - leaves intermediate between deeply incised Carefree-Oak and
Anemone-fingered, about 7-9 lobes per side, terminal lobe (apex) often much elongated and finger-like, creamy-yellow to
very pale lime central zone (15-70% surface), this zone richly suffused and washed in pinkish-violet to rose-purple shades
with darker midribs (5-80% surface, very variable), lonbes also margined a darker violet or purple tone, sometimes with
their own central zone of lime. In: HortCouture.
COLE1529 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Monkey Apricot' - intermediate of Carefree Oak and Anemone, central zone light
chartreuse becoming a brught whitish look, margins lime at first becoming tinged orangish-red. In: HortCouture.
Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Monkey Rust' - Anemone x Carefree Oak intermediate, thus an oak with numerous long
lobes, center a golden-chartreuse to greenish-gold, marings a mix of rusky-red and orangish-red tones.
COLE1530 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Neon' - dwarf, cascading mound of linear to oblanceolate leaves, central
zone pale yellow, heavily marked bright neon or near magenta pink, medium green margin and apex, overlapping zone
closer to dusky red. Similar is aspect to FANCY FEATHERS™ PINK of Terra Nova. In: HortCouture.
COLE1531 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Copper' - In: HortCouture.
COLE1532 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Red' - In: HortCouture.

UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Weed'

'Sedona', is one of the most subtle colors in the Coleus palette, a subtle and lovely mix of rose, amber, vermillion, faded gold,
toasty-pink, old gold, and melon tones. It is very hard to describe and only a photo does it justice.

'Sedona'.

SEDONA SUNSET™ (COLOR BLAZE® Series) - On first inspection, it appears to be more uniformly orange with less red in the new
and old growth but have not yet seen them side-by-side. It is also convenient to have a new clone where a trademark can be
used as opposed to the old public domain name. In: Proven Winners, accessed, 7.25.2018, "coming to garden centers next year"
(2019), "sponsored trial" at Michigan State Univ. in 2018. Image above courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Sensation' - "brilliant rose in centre, bordered with deep maroon, and narrowly edged with green" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1:
229 (1884)).
'September Divorce' - large but narrowly ovate, numerous crenate teeth at 15 to 24 per side, base color a rich olive-lime, very
boldly mosaic-marked and sectored in a dusky eggplant purple, some sectors thinner and purplish-green, markings about 60-90%
of surface, very variable in pattern, new leaf tips mostly this same purple. In: Glasshouse Works, before 2011, not offered in 2018

 


'Seraph' - light crimson-red, some chocolate with green, various patterns. Also described in Dreer's 1881 Catalog (scan above) as
"fiery crimson, spotted with chocolate, bright green, serrated margin".

'Serata' with "rich bronze center, serrated edge". Jordans 1873 Catalog. Perhaps an error for 'Serrata='Serratus' of roughly
similar colors.
'Serenade' - Stems bright violet-red, showy. Leaves broadly ovate, distinct dentate to dentate-serrate, teeth large, 7-9 per side,
almost intermediate to Carefree-Oak in a few more lobed blades, base color medium yellow (85-97%), finely spotted and speckled
violet-red (2-10%), portions of the teeth and margins mottled lime (2-8%) for a subtle tricolor look, midrib almost almost a violetred, pencil thin line to some portion of it's length. Or: Vern Ogren.

'Serengeti Safari' - suborbicular, rehneltianus blades much like it's sister 'Sahari Safari' but paller in the central zone, a dusky
violet-red like it vbut also many leaves more cherry-red and many of them light olive with violet-red and cherry red reticulations
and suffusions, thus a more "washed out" look than 'Sahari Safari'. Not very impressive.

'Serrano' - a Saber-Elliptic blade, 1-4 teeth per side, center a dusky violet-red to dark-red (60-90%), paler in new leaves, margin a
bright chartreuse to lime-yellow, much brighter an edge most of the sabers in the red-yellow bicolor look, overlap with nice violetred reticulations at 5-10% surface. Image shot at NC State University AAS Trials in July 2018.
'Serratifolius' - "very distinct and handsome", presumably a deeply serrate or incised blade. (Gard. Illus. October 24, 1896: 478)
'Serratus' ('Serrata', C. serratus?) - boldly serrate, maroon or dark red, narrow yellowish-green edge, deeply serrate.
'Setting Sun' - bronze-red center, bright gold margins, something like a gold-margined 'Verschaffeltii' but not with such a fringed
margin. In: c. 1870 to US, earlier in England. While we do not have precise color history on this one we most assuredly have a
good leaf sample and color pattern from one of America's leading Coleus raisers and importers. Peter Henderson wrote in 1870 in
Tilton's Journal the following:

'Seven Dwarfs' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Seventy-six' - orangish-yellow above, purplish below. About 1880.
'Shadow' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Shady Grove' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Shameless' - ovate, crenate, 15-20 teeth per side, rich plum-purple overlaid over dusky magenta-pink to medium-pink, the paler
pink shades strong on the midrib and only 3-10mm into the secondaries in most leaves, teeth barely margined green, overall a
lovely plum-rose to plum-purple subtle creation of much allure.

COLE1461 - Coleus 'Sharp Tooth' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June 2015
'Shelly's Yellow' - yellow, holding color in sun. Or, in: R. Henderson c. 1893.

'Shiny Shoes' ('Black Patent Leather'). Growth slightly slower than normal. Leaves long ovate, very highly rugose, reflecting much
light, very glossy, dark blackish-purple to very dark reddish-purple, 8-12 small crenate to crenulate teeth per side, petioles slight
more green but otherwise as main lamina. It is unclear from historical documents which name is correct but it's two major
distributors today (Glasshouse and Rosy Dawn') use this name. Plate above shows Rosy Dawn issue from our 2016 Trials.
Compare to the very dark 'Theatre Velvet' in this plate.

'Shocker' (FLYING CARPET Series). In: Terra Nova Nurseries c. 2017. Image above courtesy of and copyright owned by
terranovanurseries.com
'Shocking Pink' - broadly ovate, semi-rugose, big crenate margin, some teeth bullate and convex in older leaves, 95% a magentapink center with scattered dark olive to muddy-green or muddy-brown spots, only a thin 3-5% margin in lime green, some dark
reticulations into the green teeth and margins, these patterns often complex and ornate.
. Photo: http://rosydawngardens.com/shocking-pink-208.html

'Show and Tell' - short ovate, central zone 90-99% cherry red to strong carmine-red, margins and marginal teeth (3-10%) lime to
chartreuse, central zone also lightly flecked in the margin color at perhaps 2-5%. So: laurelhillgardens.com, accessed 7.25.2018

'Shylock'. Plate above from G. Drobisch, Columbia, Ohio, Catalog 1895

'Shylock' ('Shy Lock') - "large dark maroon...rich crimson" (Dreer Gardener's Calendar (Catalog) 1890. It is also mentioned by the
USDA Bureau of Entomology in 1901 as one treated for severe meally bug attacks as were the vastly more famous 'Golden
Bedder' and 'Verschaffeltii'. One cannot expect any Coleus to be highly resistant to these creatures and this mention in 1901
should be regarded as a failure of local management and not a unique flaw of the clone.
'Siam' - a listed name. Details needed.

Image above courtesy of www.trialgardenspsu.com and used under the terms of their image use policy.

'Sibila'.

'Sibila' - listed name from GroLink/Athena Brazil

'Silver Leaf' - "nearest approach to white have yet obtained in a Coleus. In fact under glass it is a silvery white in the centre, while
outside it is a very light yellow. The edge of the foliage is a pleasing shade of green, contrasting finely with the light colored
centre...leaves being gracefully twisted unlike any other variety" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1891, as "NEW COLEUS", scan shown
above).
'Silverton Pink' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described
'Sisters' - ovate, boldly serrate to dentate, undulate-fimbriated, 30-45% lime green margin, central zone near white to cream at
60-55% surface, a finely branched tree for this zone giving some reticulations towards the margin, effectively a lime/white bicolor,
new growth more yellow-tinged.

'Sizzle' - reports vary, perhaps some stock confused with 'Sizzler', usually a narrowish blade, flecked red, cream, and green to
variable degrees.
'Sizzler' - leaves a long Carefree-Oak shape, occasionally some with more fingered Anemone-type lobes, apical lobe often
elongated and enlarged, over a 1-2cm long, base color of the Pineapple type, lime green washed over yellow but here the yellow
is far more dominant if given sun, sporadically spotted violet-red (0-4%), margins mostly unmarked but sporadically a thin violetred picotee (0-2%). It is something like 'Gold Lace' but with redder stems and far more red markings.
'Sizzling Sally'

'Sky Fire', broadly of the Carefree-Oak group, both images copyright owned by and courtesy of www.provenwinners.com. This
first picture was shown in 2011 and the one below in 2014, showing it's more red phase.

'Skylark' - "shallow scalloped, purplish-red ground flecked with dark maroon and pale greenish-yellow" (Young, H.W. 1962.
Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)
'Skyrocket' - narrowly elliptic-ovate to elliptic-deltoid, coarsely serrate, 12-18 teeth per side, big dark red to dark violet-red cener,
this fairly uniform at 75-95% surface, thin lime to yellowish-chartreuse in the remaining 5-20%.
'Sloppy Painter' - broadly to medium ovate, something like a 'Saturn' but with overlays of lime mottling on the red portions, the
central lime zone variable from 10 to 40% surface, sometimes just a thin tree-like form. In: Glasshouse Works
'Slow Burn' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Slow%20Burn.html

'Smallwood's Driveway' (SIGNATURE™) - long dentate-fingered lobes, these twisted but not a full petticoat skirt in most cases,
base color a rich greenish-yellow, heavily flecked and veined bright pink to violet-red, very variable. While this is often a stunning
cultivar, the clean, mostly gold and green shades of nursery websites do not reflect the sometimes merky, veiny mix of shades
that real plants show in the real world. Some plants we know are stunning and others have a phenotype far from ready for prime
time. Expect many things, some great, some good, and some downright ugly from this clone - and be prepared to try it out on
various conditions of light, fertility, and soil to get the most from it. It may need cleaning up in tissue culture or some better
seedlings on the greener or golder side raised from it. I consider it a pre-cultivar, unique, and ripe for selection or breeding. We
still welcome it with open arms. Or: Carol and Tim Smallwood, Virginia, US.
Photo: http://www.hortcoutureplants.com/product-detail/coleus-signature%E2%84%A2-smallwood-driveway
'Smallwood's Orange' - slightly irregular Carefree-Oak type, less undulate and more rugose perhaps, mix of orange and red tints
over a honey-yellow base, new leaves purplish at the base, older leaves more orangish-yellow to honey-orange with red
reticulations, some green flecks. Or: Carol and Tim Smallwood, Virginia, US
'Smallwood's Yellow' - ovate, big elongate-dentate teeth, base collor a medium to pale yellow, strong medium to dark red veins to
tertiary levels, new leavfes tinged red to violet-red on the teeth. Or: Carol and Tim Smallwood, Virginia, US
'Smart Alec' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018
'Smartypants' - In: Glasshouse Works
'Smithereen' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Smokey Joe' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Smokey%20Joe.html
'Smokey Rose' (WILDFIRE™)(3/2014) - 8 in. tall x 24 in. wide, a low, dense spreader. Leaves generally Anemone-Fingered but
upper portion hthe aspect of a Trident-Forked as the apex is often very sharp and even curved in one direction, dark central zone
in dark rich magenta (40-55%), outer ruim a dusky purplish-red (15-25%), little or no marginal contrast (0-3%) but some sinuses
between the big lobes are chartreuse to pale green in the sinus and some lobe apices of this same, slim color. Photo, in: TNN
2014, http://www.terranovanurseries.com/growers/coleuswildfiresmokyrose-p-742.html

'Smouldering', 'Smoldering' = 'Brocade'. Image above courtesy of www.trialgardenspsu.com and used under the terms of their
image use policy. It is a paler, more yellow, less spotted clone similar to 'Mint Mocha'.
'Smoldering Mahogany' - a listed name in the Coleusfinder.org, more details needed.

SNAZZY™ 'UF06-13-132', an irregularly lobed Elongate-type in mottled gold and green colors. Or: University of Florida. In: Proven
Winners.
'Snowflake' - very variable, no two leaves alike per originator, highly fingered, mostly purple marked and reticulated in the 4555% center, outer rim a rich lime margin, something of a Carefree-Oak with super undulations. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm
Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'So Obvious' - ovate, variable in markings center a brownish-red, some leaves a mosaic of red shades (50-90%) over bright lime,
others leaves with less spots and more of a cleaner, chevron-like center that is flecked lime. In, or: Glasshouse Works, Frieling's

cross of 'Kingwood Rose' and 'Screaming Raspberry'
SOLAR™ Series - offered by www.hatchettcreek.com, website, accessed 4.14.2014. See clones below. Clones not of this series
have Solar as a cultivar name not a trademark.
SOLAR™ BLACK BEAUTY - very dark, blackish-red
SOLAR™ ECLIPSE ('Solar Eclipse') - broadly short-ovate, coarsely dentate to large-crenate, vaguely Carefree-Oak in some blades,
intermediate between Carefree-Oak to short ovate, central zone a dusky mix of dark reddish-purple at 70-95% surface, this
central zone becoming more magenta-red and smaller a blades age, margins a thinnish (hence eclipse) at 5-15% surface, much
wider and less distinct a green edge in mature blades. Not a very lovely nor distinct clone in my opinion.
'Solar Flare' ('Solar Flair') - there are at least clones of this name and under the nomenclature codes, alternate spellings of flare
(vs. flair) cannot be accepted as they are certain to lead to confusion. The known clones we have today under the 'Solar Flare'
spelling are:
1) Quadricolored in general, more tricolored from a distance as the two red tones merge. Narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate,
gernerally intermediate between Carefree-Oak with Wide Flat Oak, teeth elongated, rounded, lobe-like, central zone a dark
burgundy-red (30-75%), this dark zone with green veins and reticulations (0-8%), an outer ring or zone is quite irregular in dusky
rose-pink (2-5%), outer margin a clean light to medium yellow (5-20%), the pale margin also spotted green and pink, lightly
reticulate red to pink shades also. In some plants there is more of an elliptic ring in the middle of the dark red zone, but this
chimeral zone can be reduced to faint reticulations in many plants. Sun tolerant. Photo, source:
http://www.rosydawngardens.com/solar-flare-213.html
2) 2014 Terra Nova intro. which they say has a synonym of 'Petite Vine', leaves narrowly ovate, base color a true medium yellow
to palish golden-yellow, upper third or half o blade nicely reticulated in rich lime (30-50%), some older blades have narrow dark
violet-red linear zone but most leaves are bicolored in green and gold. Red petioles are very showy. Photo, in:
http://www.terranovanurseries.com/growers/coleussolarflaresynpetitevine-p-734.html

'Solar Furnace', a dark perfection of the old oak types, made better by a long apex and a more complete wash of burgundy over
the red tones.
SOLAR™ MILLENIUM RED 'Millenium Red' - blade large, long ovate, crenulate (finely scalloped), large teeth count of 14-20, base
color a dusky red, finely speckled and mottled paler and dusky pink shades (10-20%), secondary veins often a shade or two paler,
effectively dusky rose-red to murky wine-red from some distance. Pat, or: Hatchett Creek, patented as 'Millenium Red', see Google
Patent Page.
SOLAR MILLENIUM MIST - a listed name
'Solar Radiance' - broadly short-ovate, large crenate, just 7-11 teeth per side, margins in bright lime at 5-15%, center a bright
magenta-pink with upper and outer portions a redder-magenta, some reticulations, a variable clone. In: Hatchett Creek.
'Solar Red' - a listed name, perhaps SOLAR MILLENIUM RED.
'Solar Shade' - ovate, well-taped to a subacuminate apex, medium crenate, 18-25 teeth per side, mostly chartreuse in the new
growth, fading to paler chartreuse-yellow shades and some leaves may bleach or fad to pale chartreuse-white.
'Solar Shadow' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Solar%20Shadow.html
SOLAR™ SPECTRUM SOLAR™ SPLASH (5/2014) - mosaic of burgundy and green
'Solar Storm' - In: Glasshouse Works

SOLAR™ SUNRISE ('Solar Sunrise') - broadly ovate, finely and shallowly crenulate, ridges along the secondary veins, bright
medium green, upper third to half finely reticulated in dark maroon and also zones in this shade, might have been called "barely
dipt in wine".
'Solar Sunset' - similar to 'Dipt in Wine' but the basal zone is a brighter yellow to yellowish-chartreuse shade and easily 15-30%
surface.
'Solemost Suitellar' - narrowly ovate to deltoid-ovate, finely serrate to sharp-crenate, 12-20 teeth per side, centra zone a dark
dusky purplish-red (70-95% surface), margin a medium to bright magenta-pink (5-15%), this bright edge favoring the upper 2/3
of the blade as it is very thin or non-existant in the lower segments, midrib palish pink to 1/2 it's length.
'Solomon' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Songbird' - a rumpled Carefree-Oak sort with a big 70-85% magenta central zone, very rugose, twistwed, and undulate overall,
teeth are barely covered in in dusky plum-purple at 25-15%, the rugosity giving reflection of many shades including what appears
to be more red veins (but are not redder in close view of the pigmentation). The plants from our ICS 2017 and 2018 Trials, both
obtainded from a local Farmer's Market grower have a very small magenta center of just 5-10% and while labeled with a printed
'Songbird' tag, are very much closer to 'Black Dragon' seedlings. Photo, Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/songbird-216.html
'Sophoppy' (FLORIDA CITY™ Series) - In: 2001.
'Sorcerer' - long-ovate to narrowly ovate, acuminate to long-acute apex, crenulate to some teeth more crenate near the apex, 1828 teeth per side, dark velvety purple with some bluish sheens in some light conditions, teeth appear to be paler or silvery and
stand out. Or: Baker's Acres Greenhouses. Photo, Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/sorcerer-217.html
'South of the Border' - upright, mounded, leaves small ovate, yellow central zone (40-60%), green margins, lacking red tints of
parent 'Aurora'. flowers violet-blue, showy. pat, or: USPP#14396 to Ralph Repp, Waynesville, North Carolina as sport of 'Aurora'
2000. Google Plant Page
'South Park Gem' - mostly yellow, used for bedding. Mentioned in the 1882 Illinois State Hort. Society Transactions (not
described) as one of several superior varieties. Generally replaced by the superior 'Golden Bedder' according to Currie's Monthly of
1885. James Currie of Wisconsin further elaborated in the Orchard and Garden of 1888 that this variety "for a number of years we
were compatatively contented....yet it often proved a failure".

'Souvenir de Gervais' - little is known of this old cultivar save it's listed in John Saul's 1890 Catalog as shown in the scan above.

'Souvenir de Leyde' - from above image it appears to be broadly ovate, distinctly crenate, apex long acute to short acuminate, big
dark red central zone (75-90%), margin a mix of green, lime, and yellow (10-20%), some red spots and reticulations in to this
marginal area. The plate above (our own annotation as to cultivar name added) is from Revue de l'horticulture belge et etrangere
of 1880.

'Spangle' - "rich green, traversed with rich crimson veins" (Rand, Popular Flowers, 1870)
'Spark' (WILDFIRE™)(3/2014) - 8 in. tall x 26 in. wide, low spreading, dense. Leaves a very wide, rounded Duckfoot, some older
leaves expanding to Duckfoot intermediate to Anemone-Fingered, blades twisting elegantly from side to side. central zone a true
dark burgundy red (not dusky nor purplish), covering about 45-60% surface), this zone heavy reticulated (10-20%) into the pale
chartreuse to pale green margin (5-20%), this venation pattern very showy and ornate, reminding one of the burgundy brocade
pattern, some elliptic portions between the red reticulations ar nice dusky, dark rose-pink but overall this has a bicolor look. A
very distinct and unique introduction in our opinion. In: TNN 2014. Photo:
http://www.terranovanurseries.com/growers/coleuswildfirespark-p-743.html
'Sparkle Plenty' - strong, erect, irregularly ovate to rhombic-ovate, rich "wasabi green", mosaic marks in dark red to magenta,
some light to medium yellow specklings, midrib and petiole often distinctly reddish-pink. Or, In: Glasshouse Works, Frieling
selection.
'Sparkler' - at least two entites under this name:
1) ('Smoldering', 'Smouldering') - odd trident-style or multi-forked blade, not always 3-5 points but often that many, sometimes
more, base color whitish-cream to pale yellow at 80-95% surface, margins and bases tinged violet-red, some suffusions of darker
(that is less cream or medium) yellow, margins partially in green at 5-10% surface, this edge a fairly dark, grassy green at times,
vaguely tricolored so very variable this is one hard plant to define. Or: Vern Ogren. See image above under 'Smouldering'.
2) 'Sparkler' - "crimson-maroon, flaked in centre with rose" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)). Earlier mention in the
1882 Illinois State Hort. Society Transactions (not described) as one of several superior varieties.
'Speciosa' (Dreer Tri-colored Set) - "green, with broad yellowish white central bar, resembling Hydrangea Speciosa" (Dreer ad,
Gardener's Monthly, 1876)
'Speckles' - a listed name, more details needed.
'Speckletacular' - In: Glasshouse Works, not sold in 2018.
'Spectacular- a listed name. Description needed.
'Spell Binder' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018

COLE1499 - Coleus FLAMETHROWER™ 'Spiced Curry' - Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch.

'Spicy' (COLOR CLOUDS™)(3/2014) - A very distinct clone, ornate in the reticulations, and curious refinement of colors. Image
above courtesy of and copyright owned by terranovanurseries.com.Or, in: Terra Nova 2014.
'Spider Web' - RHS Horticultural Databases, accessed 12.8.2019, tentatively accepted name.
'Spire' - narrowly elliptic, Carefree Oak but maturing closer to Wide Flat Oak, often long rusty-red petiole giving good contrast,
distinctly cuneate base showing, light mix of green, paler and more yellow (subtle yellowish-green to pale lime veins), never
boldly reticulated nor marked, older leaves often show a frosty light green central zone of 20-45% surface but this is never on
new growth. Other plants seen are common Carefree-Oaks in a lemon lime, yellow on lime pattern, again with the rich red
petioles, these later plants more rugose and undulate. RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

SPIT FIRE™ 'UF07-24-05' is a welcome addition to the subtle orange types, an oaky, reduced leaf of somewhat elongate style.
Very promising. Many plants have a more clear chartreuse margin (5-8% surface) or similar bold teeth than this image. Photo
courtesy of www.provenwinners.com. Or: David Clark, University of Florida.
'Splash' - very broadly ovate, crenate to sharp-crenate, 12-22 teeth per side, teeth usually very numerous, distinctly cuspidate or
short acuminate apex, base color bright green boarding on lime, new tips yellow-tinged, central portion of the blade flecked,
suffused, lightly reticulated, and light sectored reddish-magenta at 5-40%, very variable marked in red tones, some gold and olive
suffusions as blades mature. Not distinct nor showy in my opinion, if anything, odd for it's lack of merit.
'Splashdown' - medium to broadly ovate, classic green and red mosaic but the red shades vary with the thickness of the surface
chimera, the markings generally large and sectoring as mosaic strains go, covering about 30-60% of the blade. It is a seed strain
as known in the US in 2018. Photo: https://www.hpsseed.com/P/05493/Splashdown+Coleus, accessed 7.24.218

'Splendeur' - "maroon, blotched crimson rose" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1884, scan above). It is considered lost since about that
time.
SPLISH SPLASH® 'UF04-69-01' - leaves broadly ovate, a classic bicolored mosaic in bold pattersn, base color lime green (5-40%),
heavily mottled, sectored, and marked dark red shades in fushed interlocking sectors and units, far more red than most mosaics
and with more complex patterns as well. It is one of the neater, more pleasant red/green mosaics to date (May 2016). Or: David
Clark, University of Florida.
'Spotted Beauty' - In: bef. 1891
'Spotted Gem' - spots and flecks and stripes of green, yellow, red, near black, and maroon. US bef. 1876, base color orangishyellow. apparently from Henderson of NJ as hybrid involving 'Chameleon', 'Pictus', and 'Multicolor'. This article from Meehan's
Gardener's Monthly vol. 22 introduces this clone with a plate.

'Spring Safari' (CONFETTI GARDEN Series) - a Suborbicular, rehneltianus type blade, smaller at 1.0-1.5 in. wide and long, center a
creamy-yellow to light yellow (35-50%), the margins a bright lime to lime-chartreuse, petioles a pale dusky violet-red to green
tinged red. It is far more subtle than most yellow-green bicolor cultivars. It can burn in the sun as short here at the NC State
University AAS Trials in July 2018 on a very hot, humid 96 deg. F. day.
SPUMONI™ - ha: densely mounded to subglobose, finely textured. Leaves a Carefree-Oak but often wider in a suborbicular-ovate
outline, teeth very enlarged, super-crenate and often concave, 5-7 per side, base color a nice medium green favoring a olive
green tone, small central at 5-20% in rich violet-red to violet-magenta, this zone usually come from the leaf base and radiating
out as the midrib is often forked or split, forming an irregular forked zone that sometimes pigments into the secondary vein level.
Overall look is a dusky olive in wide oak trim. Eval: Penn State, 2002, 4.4 out of 5.0, "lots of flowers...One of the Best"; University
of Georgia Athens, 2012, 3.9 of 5.0. Cornell Trials: http://www.hort.cornell.edu/bglannuals/2012/Solenostemon(Coleus)Spumoni.htm
Or: University of Florida. In: Proven Winners 2012.
'Squiggy' - Perhaps two clones:
1) Glasshouse Works offering, irregular form, mounded in time, short branchlets, blades irregularly incised and toothed, often
lanceolate overal, light ochre tinged and with a midrib of violet-red.
2) listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own introduction

'St. Charles' - minimalist-Carefree intermediate, about 3-10 major lobes, these highly variable in size, often with sublobes,
not uniform enough to be a Duckfoot type, base color dusky pink with paler veins, heavily suffused plum to violet-purple
shades towards the margins and in intervenal areas, tips and some margins light green (1-5%). so, in:
http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, description here based on their image,
accessed 5.17.2018

'St. Valentine' - a listed name, detailed requested.
STAINED GLASS™ and STAINED GLASSWORKS™- a marketing group or series, not a cultivar group as such, the individual named
clones not being of any particular unifying set of traits, and some of them widely sold before this name was in use. These plants
should not be confused with Glasshouse Works, a leading breeding and propagator of unique clones in the US.

STAINED GLASS™ BURGUNDY WEDDING, a promising introduction in this crowded field of suborbicular, red-centered cultivars.

STAINED GLASS WORKS™ COPPER, very nice waffled, rugose leaf and a copper-red color that is hard to describe. Color
uniformity is very high. Not all material called COPPER or 'Copper' belongs here.

STAINED GLASS WORKS™ VELVET - pretty new bicolor, reminding us a bit of 'Rings of Saturn' with a big lime center and velvety,
true red margins. However here the red margins are richly reticulated in the lime, giving a fairly distinct and lovely look. In: 2020
to US trade. It is filed here because 'Velvet' or VELVET cannot stand on it's own as a cultivar and has been used before.
'Stanstead Beauty' - "variously colored" (The Garden 1893), also Gardener's Chron. 1892 but not described.

'Starlight' - leaves bright rose pink, fine margins or tips of yellow, undulate. Or: bef. 1879, apparently from William Bull Nursery,
England. Ref: Hales, H.W. 1881. New Coleus. Gard. Monthly 23: 75. Possibly different from John Saul's 1886 offering (scan
above), described as "splashed carmine and crimson on a yellow ground".
'Starry Night' - medium wide ovate, apex short acuminate, base color medium green, irregularly flecked violet-green and the base
color of green at 30-85% surface, something like green and red stars on a red and green sky

'Startle' - "crimson, finely shaded garnet and white; rich in color and effective in it's contrast" (Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as
"New")
'Stella Pink' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described
'Stella Red' - Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/stella-red-223.html

'Storm' - a listed name. Details requested.

'Stormy Weather' ('Resurrection') - covers at least two clones:
1) something like a 'Doctor Wu' with less undulations and scattered red to violet-red flecks, quick a pretty tricolor but green and
yellow dominant the reds. Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/stormy-weather-224.html
2) this plant in the plate above obtained from a random nursery purchase and trialed in 2014 by the ICS. It is very definately not
the Rosy Dawn Gardens offering or those of some other parties. Both images above of from this second clone.
'Strawberry Blush' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 1998

'Strawberry Drop' - short suborbicular-ovate, intermediate between a typical trailing rehneltianus type clone and a short-wideovate blade, coarsely crenate, 6-9 teeth per side (few), about 50% a medium to dark green margin, central zone 35-50% with an
upper third or more in rich magenta, that zone's base very distinctly of a rich yellow, thus a bicolored central zone, more distinct
so than most other clones, the outer green rim is heavily reticulated a dark red to maroon, giving more or less four distinct shades
(yellow, magenta, green, and maroon) in one leaf. The basal zone of yellow against one of cherry-magenta is critical in the
identification of this clone as is the lack of a large, coherant chevron in the center, the majority of the dark red being in
reticulations. Image below courtesty of Laurence Hatch.

'Strawberry Jam' - Based on http://www.coleusfinder.org/uk.php?page=3, accessed 7.214.2018, the plant is narrowly to medium
ovate, about 12-20 teeth per side, roughly suggestive of 'Religious Radish', a mix of orangish-red, dark red, dark coral-red, and
other tones, the midrib often a pale dusky gray, mottled in irregularly ways, the teeth edged lime and the new growth more
margine dlime to 10%. In: RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Strawberry Margarita' - ovate, irregularly crenate to some teeth being larger, lobe-like, not quite an oak at any time, base color a
greenish-yellow to pale chartreuse, developing a fine strawberry-red to rose-red reticulations in the upper two-thirds (lower third
to one quarter remaining not veined and mostly of the base coloration). In: www.taylorgreenhouses.com, website, accessed
12.12.2014. Eval: ordered for 2015 ICS Cultivar Trials.

'Strawberry Sunset' from Taylor's Greenhouses is actually a prettier plant than this closeup. Basically it's an ovate tricolor
(pink/bronze/green) where the huge, radiant pink center is a true cherry-pink (virtually no hot pink or harsh magenta hues), this
contrasting with a dark bronze-red to brownish-copper wide middle ring. I have it under lights prior to our 2014 plant-out season
and it just makes the whole bench glow. There are some nice salmon, watermelon sherbert, vermillion, and medium pink (not
harsh nor bold) tones throughout. It glows and is several times more interesting than your ordinary pink/bronze/green tricolor and
most salmon/green and pink/green bicolors. This glows and we can't wait to grow it for a full summer outdoors in 2014.
'Strawberry Sunset' - very broadly ovate, quite rugose, long-crenate, ridged also on secondary veins, 30-40% a near true,
strawberry red, outer ring a dark blackish-purple, contrasting much with the central zone, thin bright, medium green edge. There
are very few cultivars which truly be called red/black bicolors and this is one.
'Struck by Lightning' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018.

'Stray Beauty' - Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as "New", see scan above.
'Stu Jr.' ('Raspbery Tart' in part, not original) - short, broadly ovate, teeth long-crenate, 6-9 per side, large true cherry red center
(35-55% surface), remainder at the margins a clean medium yellow, very little if any overlap in the colors, occasoinal red lines or
spots intrude into the yellow margin, overall a very separate set of colors, a clean look. Listed name at
http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own introduction, description here based on
their photo, accessed 5.17.2018
'Stunning' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described. In 2018 they list 'Red
Ruffles' (which see above) as a synonym of their clone.
'Sufferin Succotash' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Sugar Castle' - long ovate, distinct acuminate apex, crenate to shallowly crenulate, 85-95% cedntral zone a medium pink (true
pink, not a harsh magenta), margins cream to light yellow much overlaid in dark lime (margins 5-15% surface, cream 50% of this,
green 50% remainder), central pink zone shows dark olive to greenish-brown spots along the secondary veins (2-5%), these dark
zones becoming the green spots on the margin as they extend. Rosy Gardens reports "the clear pink tones will darken
considerabkly in response to sun".
'Sultry Skies' - per the Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018,listed for avantgardensne.com, not sold on their website, broadly
ovate, very finely mosaic mottled in red, green, and yellow.
'Summer' - a listed name.
'Summer Wine' - per the Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018, a name offered by H.H. Buckley and Sons, Illinois, USA, website
no longer in service. In: RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2002
'Summertime Wine' - ovate, elongated subacuminate to acuminate tip, strongly crenate to bulblous-dentate, chartreuse to yellow
base color, big near red center to 50% or more, numerous spots in the outer third of this same wine red shade, older leaves
about 98% red with just a little yellow to green showing through. One of the best red-dapplied clones. Or: Carol and Tim
Smallwood, Virginia, US

SULTANA.
'Sultana' or SULTANA - at least two clones have borne this name:
1) SULTANA 'UF08174'. Modern one from Dr. Clark, University of Florida. A nice take on the burgundy-hearted, small-bladed clone
with added reticulations and a slightly paler, chartreuse edge than most of this sort. With just 4-7 lobes per side, this is a fairly
simple, short blade.
2) In: bef. 1891, cultivated in San Francisco Parks in 1893.
'Sun God' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018
'Sun Plum' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Sunbeam' - At least two entities so far:
1) The following introduction is from American Florist 4: 242 (1899). "fiery-red, flaked with rose" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1:
229 (1884)). In: bef. 1880, Dreer

2) 'Sunbeam' ex Florida 1962 (original clone?) - "shallow scalloped, main veins reddish, central zone creamy-white bordered by
pale greenish-yellow, thin line of maroon edging" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North
Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9). Probably the same as the clone of Pedley and Pedley (1974) described as "light
yellow with a cream centre to the leaf. One of the easier varieties to grow."
'Sundancer' - narrow ovate to ellptic-ovate, many leaves acuminate, apex often thickened and twisted, teeth irregularly dentate,
some elongated and pointed forward, central pink zone rich pink (25-55%), this overlaying a dark green set of spots, some leaves
with a paler pink to creamy-pink central zone inside the pink zone, older blades with a larger (20-30%) olive margins. It is a
curious, flawed clone. I would replace it with 'Luminesce' or 'Rose Explosion' on nearly all occasions.
'Sundancer6' - US Patent #16019 to Ralph Repp
'Sunglow Pink' - leaves irregularly, narrowly elliptic, teeth variable from long crenate to sinuous, 0-4 per side, these always
variable in length and shape, central zone a bright magenta-pink or dark pink (30-60% surface) washed over a cream to light
yellow center of nearly equal size, the yellow peaking through at 1-7% of the surface, this bright pink often as sinus spots (0-6
per blade), margins a medium, bright green (5-40%), overlap between the green and pink being a rich muddy red (1-10%
surface), overall tricolored but mostly pink and green from a distance of 10 or more feet. 'Pink Chaos' is more uniformly pink in
the center (that center easily to 75-95% surface), much less yellow, thus more bicolored in look, and usually a wider blade. Both
'Sunglow Pink' and 'Pink Chaos' have the dark pink sinus marks.
'Sunglow Red' - broadly elliptic to narrow-long ovate, center a magenta-red, more magenta along the midrib, this bright center
about 40-75% surface, margins lime green with veins, small suffusions, and undertones of yellow, unlike 'Sunglow Pink' which has
the pink washed over a yellow zone, the yellow here is more venous or mottled in pattern.
'Sunglow Yellow' - listed by Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018 for North Carolina Farms Inc., not offered on their 2018 website.
SUNLOVER = see individual clones like 'Rustic Orange' and 'Red Ruffles'
'Sunns Windowed' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Sunray' - "bright crimson centre, with rich yellow margin, very effective" (John Dick Jr. Catalog 1882, "New Coleus of 1882")
'Sunrise' - Stems lavender. light gold, lavender below. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own
selection.
'Sunset' - "shallow scalloped, purplish-red with an undertone of green, flecked with pale green and yellow spots. Appears
luminous when well grown" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat.
HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)

SUNSET BOULEVARD™ (MAIN STREET Series) - photo courtesy of dummen.de. The image below I shot in July 2018 at the NC
State University AAS Trials, shows a ovate leaf with about 10-16 teeth per side, the center (25-45%) distinctly light pink veined
darker pink to violet red, margin (30-75%) a dusky brownish-red to grayish-red, leaves fading more coral-pink to light orange in
the center, still veined darker violet-red to medium red or magenta pink. The colors seem a bit more muddled and the center
more irregular than most pink-red bicolors.

'Sunset Silk' - narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, very shallowly crenulate, base color a dark olive green, suffused and pink to
reddish-rose, secondary and midrib veins paler, older blades often fenestrate (windowed) for colors in dark and light contrasting,
yellow to gold suffusions occur, reminds one something of a Fittonia but more subtle for markings.

SUNSET STRIP™ 'UF06-12-19', a very clean, orange juicy color, a shade better than most oranges, improved by a nice oak-like
margin. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Sunshine' - Stems light lavender. Leaves with new growth nearly all yellow, later rich green, veined and splashed lemon-yellow,
very bright. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'Sunshine Sunset' 'Sunstroke' - very large blades, long ovate, crenate, 8-12 teeth per side, chartreuse to pale lime base color, scattered and fine
yellow flecks and suffusions (5-25%) around the midrib, the midrib often very pale, very often a clean white that is paler than all
other leaf colors. Midrib is very white or silvery-white in the lower half of new blades. Or: Ken Frieling, Glasshouse Works from a
corss of 'Japanese Giant' and 'Amazon'.
'Super' - a listed name.

'Super Chartreuse' - habit: strong, sun tolerant. Stems chartreuse. Leaves chartreuse, marked cream to yellow, paler overall than
'Moonbeam'. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'Super Duckfoot' ('Super Ducks Foot') - not a classic Duckfoot to me, more of a transition between the Anemone and Carefree-Oak
groups, young plants with very small blades are more of a Duckfoot shape but mature plants are quite different, central zone a
dark dark burgundy to dark violet-red (50%), bright lime to bright chartreuse-green edges in the remainder, giving much contrast.
'Super Nova' (3/2014) - "self-branching...tight compact habit". Leaves a slight wide saber or Salicifolius Group, (0) 1-4 teeth per
side, central zone a bright magenta (35-60%) with some points and reticulations in the next ring out, next ring a clean light
yellow to medium yellow (5-15%), margin irregularly a rich kelly or grass green, this green portion with a few very dark purplish
spots (0-5%) if the central zone touches the margin and not just the yellow ring. A very bright tricolor. Or, photo:
http://www.terranovanurseries.com/media/coleussupernova-p-735.html
'Super Rainbow Mix' = the basic Rainbow Strain, a simple set of ovate types in ordinary colors, the Super prefix not selected or
special in any manner we can determine.
'Superbissima' (Dreer Queensland Set) - "blackish maroon, with a brilliant broad purple band through the centre of the leaf"
(Dreer ad, Gardener's Monthly, 1876). The validity of this name, meaning very wonderful, is disputed in an evaluation in Mrs.
Wellcome's 1881 Talk About Flowers where this clone is described as "entirely worthless. It will not grow, I don't care what I do
with it". However, a Mrs. E.L. Koethens this as a "chosen one" from the large set with 'Beacon' taking it's place indoors.
SUPERFINE RAINBOW Series - see individual substrains such as 'Color Pride'.
'Surian Shades' - Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Surianshades.html

'Surprise' - There are a number of uses of this simple name:
1) RHS Plant Finder, last listed 1999, unclear if this is one of the 19th century clones.
2) "rich velvety bronze, clearly marked margin of green" (Rand, Popular Flowers, 1870), likely the same as the first clone listed by
John Saul in his 1885 Catalog (capture above)

3) Also from the same John Saul 1985 catalog was a clone "yellow, margined with green".

SWALLOW TAIL™, an oddity but a pretty one. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com

'Swinging Linda' (C. rehneltianus) - Probably the same as 'Meandering Linda' and very similar to TRAILING PLUM 'Plum Good'. It
appears to be much less concave than TRAILING PLUM. Or: Doug Litchfield per Glasshouse Works, website, accessed 12.15.2013.
Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Swinging%20Linda.html
'Swiss Sunshine' (C. rehneltianus) - central zone hot pink over a creamy-yellow blade, green edge, more yellow than most of this
species. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'Swoon' - classic red on lime mosaic but markings sometimes sparse (20-30%), sometimes veined near the margins in this same
red to violet-red to brownish-red, long petioles. Or: Ken Frieling, Glasshouse Works.
'Swordfight' - ovate, margins jagged, long-serrate to lacinate-fimbriate, 100% bright, pale lime green. In:
www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed 12.12.2014. Id: very similar to 'Wasabi' in traits and should be compared to it.
'T. Candors' - "gold ground, blotches dark green, spotted carmine and dark purple" (Nanz and Neuner, Louisville, Kentucky,
Catalog 1900)

'T&M Prize Strain' - a selected seed strain from Thompson and Morgan.
'Tabasco' = 'Hot Sauce' or 'Tobasco', thus avoiding a trademark infraction.
'Taipai's Carnival' - ICS registration form follows:
Cultivar Name

Taipei's Carnival

Trademark Name (include marketing Series name(s))
Name already published? (if so, list catalogs or liteature)
Upload Publication (catalog
page only, literature PDF,
bench card, sales page, etc.)
Significance of Name
(meaning, named for a
person, etc. Include
permissions granted for use
of name or term)

The breeder, the Taipei Water Park Nursery wants it to be widely welcome as a token of happiness in Taipei City.

Provisional Name Used (ie. Smith 15-013)
Registrant (person
completing and submitting
this form)

Yu Chih-hung

Originator (person who
Chen Kun-yu
bred, selected, or discovered)
Nominant (person who
picked the name)

Yu Chih-hung

Introducer (person who sold
or distributed it first, include Chen Kun-yu Yu Chih-hung
Patent Assignee)
Use chart below to determine Cultivar Group
Cultivar Group-Coleus x
Perilla cross

no

Cultivar Group-(T)
Traditional Blumei (ovate)

no

Cultivar Group-(W) Wide
Blumei (broadly ovate or
suborbicular-ovate)

no

Cultivar Group-(N) Narrow
Blumei (narrow ovate or
elliptic-ovate)

yes

Cultivar Group-(Su)
Suborbicular (coin-like,
nearly round)

no

Cultivar Group-(Sa)
Salicifolius (willow-shaped,
narrow elliptic, sabershaped)

no

Cultivar Group-(F) Filiform
(narrowly linear, threadlike)

no

Cultivar Group-(A)
Anemone-Fingered
(Fantasia, rounded lobes)

no

Cultivar Group-(T) Tridentno
Forked (sharp lobes)
Cultivar Group-(C)
Carefree-Oak

no

Cultivar Group-(WF) Wide
Flat Oak

no

Cultivar Group-(D)
Duckfoot

no

Cultivar Group-(Mi)
Minimalist (Toe-like or
spoon-shaped)

no

Cultivar Group-(P) Petticoat
no
(skirt, twirled-spiral)
Cultivar Group-(Mo)
Monstrose (irregularly
rumpled, deformed)

no

Cultivar Group-Other:

no

Leaf Shape (if not described above or combination of above)
Plant Height in cm
(average/mean)

50

Plant width in cm (average/
mean)

30

Plant Habit-Dwarf, tufted

no

Plant Habit-Low trailing

no

Plant Habit-Low Mound

no

Plant Habit-Medium Mound no
Plant Habit-Subglobose
(near round)

no

Plant Habit-Narrow or
columnar

yes

Patent/Breeders Rights None

no

Patent/Breeders Rights United States

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Canada

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Europe

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Australia

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Other

yes

Patent Number (PPAF if not yet assigned)
Other legal protection
Upload photo of new cultivar
www.123contactform.com/upload_dld.php?fileid=fb74e4497986881674100daa23332dc8
(JPG preferred, limit 20MB)
Herbarium voucher deposited (name institution, collector, date)
Donating plant to NOS
Trials -No

yes

Donating plant to NOS
Trials -Yes, this year

no

Donating plant to NOS
no
Trials -Yes, when introduced
Origination Method (name
parent below)-Seedling of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Cross of

yes

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Sport of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Transgenic
form of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Other

no

Parent(s)

Schizophrenia

Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by

no

originator) -Seed strain
(comes true)
Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
no
originator) -Vegetative - Any
method
Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
originator) -Vegetative Cuttings only

yes

Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
originator) -Vegetative Tissue Culture only

no

Existing Cultivar
Comparison (compare to X,
emphasizing differences and
similarities)

Originated from Schizophrenia, but this new sport grows much more reddish parts overall.

LEAF TRAITS
Leaf Length in cm (X to Y,
mininum to maximum)

10-15cm

Leaf Width in cm (X to Y,
minimum to maximum)

5-7cm

Leaf Margin Value-Crenate
(rounded teeth)

yes

Leaf Margin ValueCrenulate (tiny rounded)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Serrate
(sharp teeth)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Serrulate
no
(fine sharp)
Leaf Margin ValueLaciniate-Fimbriate (finely
toothed-incised)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Dentate
(large, wide teeth)

no

Leaf Margin ValueDenticulate (small, wide
teeth)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Oaklobed (1 lobe size)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Bilobate
(big w/ tiny lobe)

no

Leaf Margin ValueAnemone-Fingered lobed

no

Leaf Margin Value-Entire
(no teeth or lobes, ie. toe
type)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Other:

no

Leaf Margin (tooth/lobe
count per side )(X to Y)

16-22

Leaf Texture -Mostly flat

yes

Leaf Texture -Concave
(cupped up)

no

Leaf Texture -Convex
(cupped down or hood-like)

no

Leaf Texture -Center sunken
no
(Carefree types)
Leaf Texture -Slight rugose
(ie. slightly raised or sunken
veins)
Leaf Texture -Moderately

no
no

rugose (semi-rough surface)
Leaf Texture -Highly rugose
(very rumpled, waffled,
no
bumpy or ridged)
Leaf Texture -Other:

no

Leaf Apex -Obtuse (very
rounded)

no

Leaf Apex -Acute
(moderately pointed)

no

Leaf Apex -Sharp Acute
(fairly sharp, short taper)

yes

Leaf Apex -Acuminate (very
no
pointed, sharp)
Leaf Apex -Cuspidate
(abrupt short tip)

no

Leaf Apex -Other:

no

Suggested color terminology
Leaf Color Distribution Unicolored (ie. 99%
chartreuse, 100% dark
purple)

no

Leaf Color Distribution Bicolored (mostly 2 colors)

no

Leaf Color Distribution Tricolored (mostly 3 colors)

no

Leaf Color Distribution Quadricolored (distinct 4
colors)

yes

Leaf Color Distribution Other

no

Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Mosaic Maculate
(scattered, bold sectors or
flecks)

no

Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Orbicular Maculate
yes
(scattered round spots, not
sectored)
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Reticulated (mostly no
covering in contrasty veins)
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Traditional Blumei no
zones and rings
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-None or Other

no

Leaf Color - Pattern
description (size, color,
coverage% of spots, flecks,
or marks)

The red part coverage is about 70~80％ , just like Schizophrenia seriously drenched by red ink.

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Color

Violet red to true purple

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Coverage %

60

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Portion of midrib
only

yes

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Midrib only

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Reticulated (veined) no
over most of blade

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Reticulated chevron no
(veins numerous)
Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Uniform,
unbranched chevron (heart)

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Arcuate tree
(incurved, arcing upward
like dogwood veins)

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Strongly branched
tree

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Narrowly branched
no
tree (branches less than 50%
length of secondary veins)
Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Color

yellow

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Coverage %

10

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Small reticulations
(veined)

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Large reticulations
(veined)

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
no
Pattern-Unique band or ring
Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Subtle spots

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Strong spots

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Faint haze or
suffusions

yes

Leaf Color - Margin Color

yellow

Leaf Color - Margin
Coverage %

10

Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-No contrast (unicolored
no
leaf)
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
no
-Tooth tips only
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-Whole tooth contrasting
no
only
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-Tooth and below
no
contrasting
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
yes
-Reticulated (bicolored teeth)
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
no
-Other
Leaf Color Description (other traits not noted above, especially unique features)
Petiole Color

unknown

Stem Color (include patterns
or distribution if not
Dark chartreuse
uniform)
Flowering Frequencyno
Floriferous (heavy flowering)
Flowering FrequencyModerate flowering

no

Flowering Frequency-Low
flowering

no

Flowering Frequency-Nonflowering

yes

Flowering Frequency-Not
seen or unknown

no

Inflorescence Length in cm (maximum)
Flower Corolla Color

unknown

Flower Calyx Color

unknown

Trials Entered (name, place, date, score)
Awards received (name, date, year, score)
DNA Fingerprinted? (cite data or literature if possible)
Websites for Promotion
(NOS will publish some or
all, include vendor websites,
forums.plant-seeds.idv.tw//showthread.php?t=95072&page=22
main info site, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and other
sites)
Email Contact for
Marketing (NOS will publish Yubiker@gmail.com
this online)
Specify location on Google Map below where cultivar can be bought, viewed on trial, etc.
Additional Comments (anything else not covered above, emphasize unique traits and benefits)
Thanks for sharing your new cultivar information. Please contact us at cultivar.org with any questions.

'Tam O'Shanter' - see plate above.

'Tammy' (TIDBITS™)(4/2014) - genetic, semi-dwarf, very small, tufted. Leaves Duckfoot, very reduced lobe sizes, central zone a
dark crimson (45-80%), the zone sometimes uniform in shape, other times with a visual lobe or two, margin a bright chartreuse
(2-8%). Flowers few. Think of it as a vigorous, landscape-friendly, more durable, strong version of 'Thumbelina'. Or, in: Terra
Nova 2014. Image courtesy of terranovanurseries.com
'Tantric Can Can' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018

TAPENADE™ 'ICSolive' (5/2014) - ovate, distinctly crenate, base color a mix of dark, somber shades of olive green to olive drab,
far darker than 'Olive Mosaic' (and much less gold-marked than it), about 5-15% sectored and flecked a dark maroon, reminding
us of a green olive tapenade spread. Or: Int. Coleus Society from NOS/ICS Trials 2014. We found this very unusual, somber, dark
creature at a large nursery after spending 20 minutes scanning their flats of seedlings for something different or worth trialing.
This was the one seedling out of maybe 700 that looked interesting. In May 2014 we compared it side by side with every other
dark green and red bicolored or tricolored mosaic we could find, the this was distinct by some measure. All it's sister and brother
seedlings (scores of them) were a bright mix of red, lime, and yellow and this was only bicolor in such a dingy, murkly, swampy
set of colors. It is very much a collector's item unless you're in the business of breeding more Coleus in true olive tones - which is
not a bad idea.

COLE1488 - Coleus 'Tapestry' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June 2015. Image above copyright by Laurence C.
Hatch on behalf of the ICS.
'Tapestry' - highly incised and also very irregular lobes, both anemone and deep oak lobe appear, 95% or more rich violet-red
with blistered and rugose intervenal cells in a bluish-purple to blackish-purple, very thin green margins do not cover the entire
edge, very curious and odd. "doubly scalloped, edges crinkled, areas variable in color, red, green, yellow, maroon" (Young, H.W.
1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9). Photo, Source:
http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleus-tapestry.html
'Tarred Road' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Tartan' (GIANT EXHIBITION™) - leaves massive at 6-7 inches long, broad to medium ovate, coarsely and variably crenate, a
roughly even mix of dark red, violet-red, light yellow, cream, bright pink, and glowing lime sectors and bold splashes, far more
coarsely marked than GIANT EXHIBITION 'Marbled'. Plaid it is not but the name is creative and fun. It can be deconstructed to be
medium to light lime with cream veins, overlaid in maybe 10 shades of light pink to dark violet-red. Eval: being so large in leaf it is
most logically compared to 'King Mosaic'. I believe the speckled gorilla is a wider leaf, more boldly crenate, and the red markings
a darker, more burgundy shade though I have yet to find both on one site.
'Taupe of the Line' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018

COLE1470 - Coleus GLOBETROTTERS™ 'Taylor' - 18 in. tall x 15 in. wide, compact, dense, subglobose. Leaves irregularely
Carefree-Oak, very undulate and 3-dimensional, many blades very sharply toothed (hence a sharp-toothed oak look), central
zone pale to medium yellow, very center pale yellow to cream, this zone about 50-90% surface, very thin dark red to dark
violet-red, incomplete picotee type margin (1-3% surface), transition zone mostly mottled lime green, larger teeth often
tricolored, smaller ones mostly just green and red. In: Terra Nova, c. 2015, not widely seen in garden centers through 2016.
Photo above courtesy of and owned by www.terranovanurseries.com
'Teas Valley' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Telfordii' ('Telfordii Aureus', 'Aurea') - blade ovate, apex acuminate, margins deeply serrate, light golden-yellow with small
crimson markings in the center. RHS Second Class Certif. 1868. It came as a sport from Mr. McPhail, gardener to Mr. C.
Telford of Bromley, England. The familiar, basic C. blumei was green marked red and this sport was one where "green is
exchanged for a decided yellow tint like the so-called golden-leaved Pelargonium". Offered by J.W. Wimsett 1868. In their
advertisements the name 'Telfordii (Aurea)" is used so we have gone with the shorter version. It was heralded as "The New
Golden Coleus", a sport of common C. blumei. By some reports it was rather difficult to grown, especially in cool climates or
coldish greenhouses. The following ad from J.W. Wimsett introduces several of the important early clones in the Journal of
Horticulture of 1868. Compared to the newer Bause golds this clone looked "quite dingy and washed-out by the side of these
grand new kinds" (The Gardener 1869).

The most clear documentation of history comes from the 1869 Florist and Pomologist of Robert Hogg, shown below.

'Telltale Heart' ('Tell Tale Heart') (C. rehneltianus) - suborbiculare of the Rehneltianus shape, big, dark blackish-red to very dark
red center (about 50% surface), heart-shaped in fact, rest of blade at the margins a bright lime green, contrastring much, the
center's color flows into the green portion by lines of dark red dots which vary in size and spacing from leaf to leaf, often one red
dot just below the tooth sinus.
'Temperatures Rising' - In: Glasshouse Works, no offered in 2018.

'Tempest', photo owned by www.trialgardenspsu.com and used in accordance with their image policy.
'Temple Newsam' - RHS Horticultural Databases, accessed 12.8.2019, tentatively accepted name.

'Teresa M. Saul' - "(new)...yellow, mottled green" as shown above in the 1890 John Saul Catalog, surely of their own origination
along with 'William Saul' and 'Rosina Saul'.

'Terry' (TIDBITS™)(4/2014) - genetic, semi-dwarf. Leave Anemone-Fingered type, some leaves closer to Duckfoot, most with 6-8
lobes per side, central zone a dusky red ("bright mahogany-red") at 90-98%, thin chartreuse margin around each perfect lobe (25%). Flowers few. Or, in: Terra Nova 2014. Image courtesy of terranovanurseries.com
'Tesselata' - yellow based color, apparently tesselated, having contrasting venation(?). US bef. 1886
'Texas Parking Lot' = 'Alabama Sunset' by most reports, some think they are different but given this is one of the most
phenotypically plastic clone on earth, one needs common garden trials or DNA work to really sort this out. They are identical in
some trials but scientific data are missing.
'Texas Twostep' 'The Boss' - In: Glasshouse Works before 2012.
'The Cardinal' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'The Dawn' - see plate above.
'The Durham Angel' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'The Flume', one of the brightest and most cheerful elongates to come around in years.
'The Line' - narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, short crenate to subserrate, bright chartreuse-lime with ony a narrowly dark maroon
midrib of 1-2mm wide and this only about 70-90% of the midrib's length. 'Gay's Delight' has many more secondary maroon veins
but some phases of the two could easily be confused. Plants in sun can be tinged amber or pale umber-chartreuse and may in
fact develop short red secondary veins but these rarely over 2-8mm long. Most plants you will see and find are chartreuse with
the most minimal of a central line. Or: Doug Ruhren

'The Mikado' - "green centre, yellow, and crimson margin" (John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above). In: US in. 1888

'The Negro' - "very dark purple, nearly black", plate above from G. Drobisch, Columbia, Ohio, Catalog 1895, "bright crimson: deep velvety purple border". Clearly this is an
offensive name but such things reflect our history, horticultural and otherwise.

'The Nerve' - Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20The%20Nerve.html
'The New Hybrids' - not a true cultivar. This phrase has been used at different times including in Pedley's treatise for a widely
diverse assortment or crosses, presumably his but not named.

A plate from Vick's Nursery, undated.
'The Shah' - wide ovate leaf, small crenate teeth, upper portion (often 50%) mostly gold, lower part rich cinnamon-red,
more uniform on older blades. US trade c. 1874. Said to be difficult as it did not survive sun well in bedding. situations, thus
preferred in some shade or in greenhouses. The following plate is from The American Agriculturist 35: 141 (1876) and based
on the "half yellow, half red" rep of this cultivar, we can assume the pale gray sections are yellow and the darker ones

mostly red. "lower half of leaf deep crimson, upper half rich yellow" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)). The 19th
century plate above (sorry to not record the source) shows it in perhap's it's first illustration.
THE WHIRLPOOL™ - ht: 10 x 10 inches, compact. Leaves very wide oaks in orbicular-ovate shape, margins a mix of irregular
long-crenate and fringed-dentate teeth, some long gator type teeth as well (how fitting!), 98-100% light lime-chartreuse, new
growth and upper tips a paler, more yellow tone. fairly large, slightly twisted. Eval: Penn State, 2013, 4.1 of 5.0, "very
upright...good but little new growth". Or. University of Florida. It is no 'Wasabi' but it does have a place and big space collectors
will want one.

'Theatre Velvet' - wide Carefree-Oak leaf, elliptic-ovate, big elongated teeth, some bordering on large croc or gator teeth, only
semi-undulate, moderately rugose, about 98% a velvety dark purple with some sheens of plum and a tiny central zone of plummagenta (0-3%) in some blades (not all). It often has no pink at all and far less than the variable seed strain 'Black Dragon'.

'Theo. Cuyler' - "light crimson, edged gold" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1881)
'Theresa Horn' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Thin Mint' (MOSAIK™) - broadly elliptic to subrhombic (long diamond-shaped), long crenate, forward-projected teeth, 5-8 per
side, usually in the upper two-thirds, the basal third of margin entire at times, central zone 40-75% a dusky violet-purple to dark
reddish-purple, the remainder a medium green edge with lots of those dark colors as reticulating veins at perhaps 5-20% of the
surface. Eval: Penn State, 2010, 4.7 out of 5.0, "best of trail on 7.6.2010...upright dense mound...few flowers... 4 feet tall...
(8.27.2010)", apparent reductions for "brittle and break apart" by 8.31.2010. The lack of harmful and disrupting flowers is
notable. Photo above owned by www.trialgardenspsu.com and used in accordance with their image policy.
'Think Pink' - classic Blumei look, ovate, creante teeth, 8-15 per side, bright magenta "watermelon" center (45-60%) overlays
cream (some pale shades showing through so not always stable), this cream color often visible near the petiole, margins a bright
medium green (25-40%), overlap zone a dirty red to dusky brownish-red, a tricolor look but not excessively pretty. In: Bakers
Acres 2018

'Thomas Meehan' - "dark carmine shaded brown, oakleaf shaped leaf" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1881)
'Thos. Meehan' = 'Thomas Meehan'

'Thought' - Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as "New", see scan above.
'Think Pink' - classic, old Blumei look, small to medium ovate, bright pink and partly magenta center, the shades varying a bit, a
bit of yellow at the base (25-35%), having slight "branches" of small size to this central "tree", medium, grass green margins,
overlap a dusky, purplish-brown to maroon red (10-20%), the dark overlap color reticulating into the margins but seldom to the
tip of the teeth. In, ph: https://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/think-pink/, accessed 12.9.2019

TERRA NOVA® 'Thriller' - trailing to mounded. Leaves much of the C. rehneltianus short shape (very short ovate), boldly crenate,
3-6 teeth per side, bright cherry red to tomato red center (35-55%), this center darkening to burgundy-red with age, very wide
bright chartreuse to greenish-gold margins, transition zones slightly reticulated and marked red (0-3%), generally a 50:50
distribution of the two colors, very uniform and showy. In: Terra Nova Nurseries. Image above courtesy of and copyright owned
by terranovanurseries.com

'Thumbelina'. Broadly of the Trailing Queen type but reduced in vigor, semi-dwarf in fact, the blade puckered, often very rounded
to obovate-orbicular, often convex and concave on the same shoot, sometimes deformed. The bright glowing mix of red and
burgundy shades in the center keeps it interesting. A nice clone for small containers is it will not take over the space of other
plants. Slow so be patient. The blades are wider, more orbicular and broadly ovate than 'Tiny Toes' and the center also a darker
mix of purple of red, less cherry red to dusky dark red as 'Tiny Toes', which is more obovate to oblanceolate.
'Thunder' - broadly ovate, crenulate to serrulate, very short but numerous teeth, 15-22 per side, 95% or more rich velvety violetred center, variable amounts of reticulations but usually more in older blades, small 5% lime central zone at the base, a narrow
tree or chevron if you will, new blades like a 'Dipt in Wine' but 90-95% in red shades.
'Thunderhead' - broadly ovate, a class mosaic tricolor with the dark red to dark violet-red in sizeable sectors and streaks of 0.54cm lng over a mixed light yellow and lime green base, fairly even balance among the green, red, and yellow shades but this
varies as you might imagine with plant age, light, culture, soil, etc. Olive green and magenta tones can occur here and there. It
came from 'Christmas Candy' (pollen parent) according to Glasshouse Works. This was in our 2018 trials but failed, having only
one weak plant to start with. We'll try again.

'Tia Mia' - a listed name, description needed.
'Tickle Me' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer offered (2019)
'Tickled Lime' - classic Carefree blade but lobes perhaps more elongated than normal, very bright chartreuse to pale lime shades,
center a greenish-cream, not contrasting too much. In: Bakers Acres, 2018
'Tickled Pickle' - irregularly Carefore, fewer than mornal large lobes, 3-6 lobes per side, based color a clean creamy-yellow to
medium green, intervenal areas with bright medium green (5-25%), midrib an irregular set of patches in magenta to bright violetred, a unique look. In: Bakers Acres, 2018
'Tickled Pink' - classic Careforee, somewhat more 3-D and arching-rugose, big magenta center (30-75%), lobes a dusky brownishred to near brown. In: Bakers Acres, 2018
'Tickled Purple' - very wide Carefree, center a bright violet-magenta (40-75%), margins and loibes a dusky dark violet-brown to
dusky purple. In: Bakers Acres, 2018. Reminds us some of 'Songbird' but a bit more irreguarly and 3-D.
'Tickled Red' - Carefree, 2-4 lobes per side, big rose-red center, thing green margin, overlapp zone a brownish-red. In: Bakers
Acres, 2018
'Tickled Rose' - Carefree-Oak blade, big violet-red to violet-rose center, not magenta or if so a very dark violet form of it, margins
light green to pale lime, some yellow suffusions there too, the dark pink shades boldly and widely reticulating into the margin
area, these being not small venations but interesting, wide, coarse ones. In: Bakers Acres c. 2019.
'Tickled Scarlet' - Carefree with more distinct bulbous lobes, big center (50-85%) of dusky medium green to dark rose-red, thin
lime margins. In: Bakers Acres, 2018
'Tigerfly' - a listed name, apparently no longer in the trade (May 2016)
'Tiger Lily' ('Tiger Lilly', 'Tigerlily') - Leaves frilled, a bit short of a Laciniate-Fimbriate shape and while still 3-dimensional they
generally lack sublobes and complex teeth patterns, central zone a mottled mix of olive green, orangish-red, coral pink, and
salmon, however presenting a nearly uniform orange center (hence tiger lily) look from a distance, margins bright chartreuse (510%), develops a strong chartreuse to lime basal zone with age of the blade and the amount of mottling increases. Or: Vern
Ogren

'Tilt-a-Whirl'. In answer to the "desert island question", this would be the one Coleus cultivar I would take with me if only one was
allowed. It has awesome colors and stunning fimbriate-fasciated blades like nothing else. The spiraling, swirled skirt leaf appears
at times to have no base. One of first anemone types but not usually as incised as the UNDER THE SEA™ series. Many experts put
this in the Petticoat (swirled skirt) group but the anemone-like look is not lacking. If you will pardon an art meets science
moment, I took another shot of this plant the University of North Carolina-Charlotte's garden to produce this digital, Photoshopcolored art piece. Most Coleus fans love it for fun. These colors just might a reality with new plant pigment genetics already in the
works.

'Timmy' (TIDBITS™)(4/2014) - genetic, semi-dwarf, very dense, tufted. Leaves very irregular intermediate between Duckfoot and
Anemone-Fingered, often a more elongated, obovate terminal lobe, central zone a dusky dark crimson (80-98%), thin irregular
chartreuse margin (2-5%). Flowers few. Or, in: Terra Nova 2014. Image courtesy of terranovanurseries.com
'Timotei' ('Tmetei') - RHS has a standard specimen on file. Full description from plants is requested.

TINY TOES™. An elongate but lacking the usual teeth and lobes, very nice. Image courtesy of www.provenwinners.com. The
TIDBITS™ series from Terra Nova have better habit, neater colors, more uniform leaf shapes, but also suffer from times with
vigor outdoors. Indoors and in greenhouses they are perfect, strong gems.
'Tipped Grenadine' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer offered (2019)
'Tobasco' ('Hot Sauce') - Ns: apparently not named after the popular hot pepper sauce to avoid trademark infringement. Cultivar
names using commercial trademarked product names are invalid so this one gets by. By one report it is not called 'Hot Sauce'.
Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Tobasco.html
'Toad Dreams' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Toda%20Dreams.html
'Tobasco' aka 'Tabasco' = 'Hot Sauce', both T names being avoided to keep from Trademark infraction.

'Tokio' - "yellow centre, green margin" (John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above)
'Tom Cooke' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009
'Tom O'Shanter' - listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American Florist ad 1901: 535.
'Tommyboy' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer offered (2018)

COLE1489 - Coleus 'TommyGun' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June 2015, published there as one word instead
of two. While of the Taylor material looks a bit similar to other named clones (renames are suggested by some but not by
the ICS), they have so many unique, special clones of merit and this is one. This is one of those odd, strange clones like
nothing else. It's much more green and highly lobed and divided than 'Yellow Fin Tuna' for example. Their 'Ava's Grace' is
also a very wonderful clone of great merit.
'TommyGun' - leaves highly irregularly, very asymmetrical, amoeba-like, somewhat of the deeply lobed style but quite hard
to classifiy, base color medium green with some very slightly paled veins (not reticulated). In: www.taylorgreenhouses.com,
accessed 12.12.2014. Eval: ordered for 2015 ICS Cultivar Trials.

'Tooth of Consequences' - see plate above.
'Top Crown' - a listed name. Data requested.
'Topaz' - "body of leaf golden yellow, blotched with emerald; edge of deep purple and the center appears as if a spray of crimson
purple has been laid on it" (Harkett's Floral Nursery 1894 Catalog)

'Torchlight' ((COLOR BLAZE® Series) - broadly ovate to medium ovate, 12-18 largish to medium crenate teeth per side, center a
boldly and sharply branched (pinnately divided) cente in rich magenta-pink to carmine-pink (15-25%), far smaller than most pinkred-green tricolors or pink-red bicolors, middle ring large in very dark, dusky violet-purple to dark purplish-maroon (25-75%), the
margin (3-10%) is medium green but mostly reticulated with the same dark shades as the middle ring. Image here shot at NC
State University AAS Trials in July 2018
'Total Eclipse' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Total Flirt' - spreading, self-heading, leaves wide flat oak, undulate margins, light green base color, overlaid with orange, dusky
purple in the new tips, umber, and other shades, mature foliage splashed brownish-red.
'Touch of Class' - a spectacular tricolor which is variable but classy every time, reminding one of a bright fruit salad. Small ovate,
crenate, 70-85% central zone of creamy-yellow to light yellow, new growth mostly a yellow/green bicolor, only later does a fiery
red to rose-red heart appear to 25% of the surface, the yellow zone reticulated coarsely (as in big veins not crude) into the bright
green margin. One might call it rubescent or becoming red since it transforms from a simple bicolor to one with a big bright shield
or heart. Pat, or: Ralph Repp, See Google Patent Page
'Touch of Gold' -

'Touchelat'
'Toy Soldier' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2013
'Trailer Park Princess' (C. rehneltianus) - spreading, branching as the species, faintly more triangular-ovate than most
rehneltianus, central zone (35-65%) a dusky reddish-pink,margin a light bright green. Or: Bakers Acres
'Trailing Beauty' - first seen by us in a 1913 ad by Geo. B. Morrell, Torresdale, Pennsylvania in Florist's Review 1913: 96, not
described. It was later described in 1918 (A.B. Morse Co.) as "entirely new break as no one ever heard of a Coleus that trailed...in
the Beauty....rich golden-yellow, often changing to pure white". 'Trailing Queen' was her near, close cousin at this time.
'Trailing Black' - Stems purple. Leaves small, suborbicular to wide-short ovate, dark purple. Same as 'Trailing Black Queen' below?

'Trailing Black Queen' at Norfolk B.G. The extreme darkness together with the contrasty lime teeth which resemble a constellation

of stars are remarkable and lovely. 'Trailing Garnet' is a distinctly more red, less blackish or dark clone.
'Trailing Bleeding Heart' - short ovate, not as suborbicular as some C. rehn. clones, 98% dark red, thin mint to lime green edge.
So: Hatchett Creek, online catalog, accessed 11.28.2013
'Trailing Burgundy' - leaves mostly dark dusky burgundy to blackish-red (95-99%), only a thin lime margin on most blades,
sometimes incomplete (not covering all teeth), other times larger. It seems more dusky than 'Trailing Black Queen' but they are
very similar.
'Trailing Dark Heart' - rehneltianus, suborbicular leaf, center a dark, dusky violet-red (not blackish), these zone reticulating into
the bright lime margin (15-25%), based of the dark central zone often medium to magenta pink but often a very small portion or
just part of the midrib (2-10% surface) so not a distinct tricolor.

'Trailing Garnet' ('Trailing Garnet Robe'?)
'Trailing Green and Gold Queen' - a listed name, rehneltianus leaf in green and gold.
'Trailing Green Olives - rehneltianus, suborbicular to short ovate blade, crenate teeth more elongated than usual for this group,
olive-green to medium lime green, new growth tinged pink, center developing with a narrow tree (3-10% surface) of dark violetred, sometimes maturing leaves larger, more ovate, reticulating and spotting dark violet-red into arcuating veins.

'Trailing Monarch' - image above courtesy of Dummen Orange.
'Trailing Nova' - In: Hatchett Creek Farms, not listed in their 2018 offering
'Trailing Olive' - per Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018, listed for Bakers Acres
'Trailing Pink' - suborbicular-short ovate blade, margin light to medium green (35-55%), cener at first cream to light yellow (4060%), heavily suffused medium pink, also veined rich magenta-pink over suffusions of paler pink, older leaves with a dark
burgundy center on green.
'Trailing Pink and Green' - trailing, leaves medium ovate, rich pink center, brownish-red overlap, rich green margin, not a classic
rehneltianus shape leaf.

TRAILING PLUM 'Plum Good'. Very recognizable and a nice mix of rustic plum and a hot pink (not really magenta offensive) edge
and a pleasant textured and concave form. It needs to plant is large masses to get the full effect of the colors and light
reflections. Origin, Patent: US Plant Patent #14425 was issued on December 30, 2003 to Ralph Repp of Waynesville, NC for a lowspreading clone with dark burgundy foliage also having purple bicolored marks and goldish margins. Ns, Id: 'Meandering Linda'
appears to be similar and should be compared in trials to it.
'Trailing Plum Brocade' = TRAILING PLUM 'Plum Good' as sold by Rosy Dawn Gardens.
'Trailing Purple Heart' - per Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018, listed for D. S. Cole Growers, http://www.dscolegrowers.com,
not described as of this date
'Trailing Queen' - the sister of 'Trailing Beauty' c. 1914, as sold today in 2014 (Rosy Dawn Gardens), clearly a C. rehneltianus,
short ovate, boldy and uniformly crenate, 7-11 teeth per side, central pink zone in medium hues at 20-35%, faintly lobed but not
a cut or incised tree, big middle zone in dark reddish-purple (30-60%) with strong reticulations in the bright green margin (515%), a clear tricolor but with the central zone minimized, the reticulations and dark zone being quite prominent. New leaves may
be almost 85% dark veined with a very small pink basal patch. It has a rep for being both vigorous and sun tolerant among

trailers which in this genus means tough as nails. Our research traces it to a November 7, 1914 American Florist ad for C.
Humfeld, Clay Center, Kansas. We think she was introduced with 'Trailing Beauty', a much more cream-based clone around 1912
or 1913. The American Florist ad on 1917 for The Storrs and Harrison, Painesville, Ohio lists 'Cecil Brown' with 'Trailing Queen' in
parentheses as a synonym.
'Trailing Red' - habit: trailing as C. rehn. Leaves medium to dark red, stems red, very thin yellowish or pale green teeth. This is
not the patented 'Red Trailing Queen' which has a big chartreuse to yellow center, maroon edges.
'Trailing Red Eye' - leaves short ovate, very pale green base color, 45% bright pink central zone, much reticulation of the pink into
the green edge. So: Hatchett Creek, online catalog, accessed 11.28.2013
'Trailing Rose' - leaves with wide, major central zone of bright pink (80-97%), transition zone tan-violet to brownish-green,
covering usually only upper the half of the margins, the lower half being mostly pink at the margin, this edge can darkern to rich
greenish-brown. Glasshouse Works reports it can be difficult outside a greenhouse where humidity and soil moisture are not as
well controlled. Or: Downer, sport of 'Trailing Queen'.

'Trailing Salamander' - 12 in tall x 30 in. wide, leaves suborbicular to short ovate, longer and larger than classic rehneltianus,

central zone very dark purple (40-60%), margins rich lime, transitional areas with some (3-30mm) reticulations or lines of spots,
thus a lobed and pointed central zone.
'Trailing Salmon' - a listed name, Coleusfinder.org, accessed 7.24.2018
'Treales' - "ovate leaves, crimson centres bordered with chocolate, edged and veined with light green" (Pedley and Pedley, 1974).
RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009
'Tribal Rythms' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works
'Tricolor' - many uses over the years, not a single clone, strain, or cohesive taxon:
1) First use likely by Dreer 1880 for their "Tricolor Set", differing somehow from their named clones, Queensland Set, and
Queensland Dwarf Set. It is known to be a dark velvety maroon-red, brighter red midrib, margins green..
2) Color Farm, NOT old literature - central zone rose-pink, reddish-brown ring, bright green margin. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm
Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'Tricolor Schizophrenia'
'Triomphe de Luxembourg' - In: Jules Henri Rudolph Cretien, 1886, not described

'Tripeak Arrow' reminded me of 'The Flume' and it is still to be compared to it. So far it has more trident-like leaves or peaks of
the forked form than 'The Flume'. Overall it's more jagged, sharply lobed, and extreme from our early evaluations. Gotta give
kudos to Taylor Greenhouses who shipped this and a number of other fine selections in October 2013 and January 2014 when few
people dare or care to ship.
'Tripeak Arrow' - generally a willow-leaf but margins also with very sharp acuminate lobes, sometimes tri-peaked in fact, other
margins mroe sinutes or flaired out, generally colored as a tricolor, 30% pale pink central zone, a dark muddy purplish-red ring,
and finally a bright medium green margin, up to 30% each of the three units but some leaves more yellow/green and other just
pink/green, very variable with no two leaves the same. So: Taylors Greenhouses.
'Triple Treat' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018
'Troubadour' - wide gold edge on red or "bright green centre, flaked with amaranth and white, edges spotted with crimson"
(Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)), "rich crimson and chocolate red" (Gard. Illus. Oct. 24, 1896: 478)
'True Red' - plants long, 99-100% deep blood red. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
TRUSTY RUSTY™ 'UF064219' - ovate, expanded acuminate apex, crenulate teeth numerous, central zone 95-98% reddish-orange,
a sort of rusty-red tone of great uniformity, chartreuse to golden-lime margin at 2-5% surface, easily one of the best

orange/yellow bicolors to date (Nov. 2013). Pat, Or: US# 21602 to David Clark, University of Florida. In: BallFloraPlant, exclusive
vendor, see https://www.ballseed.com/PlantInfo/?phid=018000001023078 for photo
'Turban' - "deep crimson, flaked in centre with purple, narrow edge of bright green" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)).
'Turbulence' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works
'Turmoil' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works

'Tweety Bird' - self-branching, erect. Saber-elliptic leaf, highly variable leaf shape, base color of bright chartreuse, central zone
marked variably in dusky dark red (40-90%). Or, in: Glasshouse Works.
'Twilight Zone' - a listed name. Details needed.
'Twist and Shout' - not a cultivar in one form at least, a name for a group combination at Proven Winners, including Coleus
TORCHLIGHT and several other species.

TWIST AND TWIRL® 'UF03-6-1a' - highly swirled and incised incised, somewhat intermediate between the Petticoat and
Anemone sorts, quite unique, a fairly even, streaked and sectored tricolor mix of red, yellow, and green, some veins and patches
a dark purple where the red chimera covers the dark green bits. A lovely and artistic clown if ever there was a living clown plant.
Or: David Clark, University of Florida. Photo: http://www.provenwinners.com/plants/solenostemon/twist-and-twirl-coleus-solenostemon-scutellarioides
'Twister' - a listed name. Details needed.
'Two Egg' - Overall a Carefree-Oak, about 40% central zone in dark purple, outer remainder a dusky pink with various darker
mottled in red, some red reticulations, and even very pale pink colors (especially if sun-bleached), the central zone is sometimes
broken by a short lime midrib or even a subzone of lime reticulations or markings at 5-10% surface, some blades up to 45% limecentered (hence variable), overall small spots in lime to yellow something like eggdrop soup? Old leaves can be very pale in lime
to yellow tints with just some rose-red markings. Eval: University of Georgia, 2009, 4.93 of 5.0, sourced from Grolink/Athena
Brazil; Penn State, 2009, 4.0 of 5.0, "tends to fade in sun...attractive medium size mound...many flowers...tends to fall over in the
wind". I thinks it's so variable and oddly mottled it should have been a seedling sent to the round file. Can't figure how such a
mutt of a clone made to market and trials.
'Two Tone Red' - long ovate, irregularly marked rose-red with reddish-brown. Source: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online
catalog 2007, their own selection.

'Tycoon' - Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as "New", see scan above.
'Tynesider' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Ulrick' ('Ulrich') at Biltmore Estate and Gardens' Conservatory. Very crazy, very big, teeth massive, centers as textured as possible
and older leaves often with a raise, mountainous center, boardering on looking on blistered or inflated from below. Keep as much
old foliage as possible for the best balance of pink and cream tones. Or: Color Farm (Vern Ogren) in their 2007 online catalog lists
'Ulrick' as their own introduction. They have no photo and it's very unclear from their short description if this is the same plant.
UNDER THE SEA® Series - see individual cultivar names such as 'Lime Shrimp', 'Red Coral', etc.
'Unique' - reddish-crimson, dark golden edge. In: bef. 1871 (Amer. Hort. Annual 1871: 109)
'Va Va Boom' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works.
'Vagabond' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2013

'Valentine' - moderately to broadly ovate, 5-8 wavy-crenulations per side, teeth generally not bold, central zone variable with light
from dark red to rose-red (pinkish-red), generally forming a large reddish heart, margins always bright, pale green unlike
VALENTINE of Terra Nova which never has green margins, often a more pinkish midrib in a subtle manner. We emailed Terra
Nova in 2015, informing them of the fact that two clones (and Rosy Dawn sold both in 2016) are likely to be confused by name.
There was no response. We are treating the TNN introduction as a trademarked name after their declared TERRA NOVA™ name,
thus TERRA NOVA™ VALENTINE vs. TERRA NOVA™ 'Valentine'.
VALENTINE (TERRA NOVA™ Series) - see plate above in comparison to traditional 'Valentine'

'Valiant' - "violet maroon, shaded carmine" (John Saul 1886 Catalog, scan above)

'Van Houttii'. Plate from the 1874 Catalog of William C. Williams of Long Island City, Queens.
'Vanilla Thrilla' - ovate, very irregularly spaced and sized crenate teeth, variable in size, often crowded and sometimes raised in 3D, big creamy to ivory center (55-95% surface), incomplete (not covering all lobes or teeth) bright green margin, overlap zone a
medium yellow (1-5%). Paler than 'Buttercreme' and generally a much larger pale center too. In: Bakers Acres, 2018
'Variegated' prefix - no true cultivar names, purely descriptive on unknown clones
'Vaughn's Rainbow Mix' - said to be a more diverse, 15 in. set of Rainbow Strain seedlings with uniformity in leaf size and shape.
'Veitchii' - cordiform, deep chocolate-red to red-maroon center, margins bronze and light green with bronze veins. Veitch
introduced it from New Caledonia about 1983, sometime after 'Verschaffeltii' was imported. It proved a weak better compared to
'Verschaffeltii', the margin flatter and less undulate and frilled that it. Earlier than the Bause hybrids but along with 'Gibsonii' was
used by Bause in his work. Li: Robert Hogg in The Florist and Pomologist 1866; Floral Mag. 1867: 345; Veitch Nur. Catalog 1867,

with illustration.
'Velvet' - various applications including WIZARD VELVET in the US, almost always a dark, velvety red, ovate leaf. See also
STAINED GLASS VELVET. Not a valid, clear, nor useful name.
'Velvet Lime' - broadly ovate, crenate, 10-14 teeth epr side, base color lime (10-15%), heavily centered in velvety violet-red with
heavily reticulations into the lime margins.

'Velvet Mantle' - dark red, velvety. US bef. 1883, similar to 'Verschaffeltii' in the true red-centered form and not as widely seen as
it. Curry Bros. offered it in 1899 but we don't see it later (so far). Ph: plate above from G. Drobisch, Columbia, Ohio, Catalog 1895, "bright crimson: deep
velvety purple border."

VELVET MOCHA® 'UF06-4-18' - narrowly elliptic, very narrow cuneate base, a lobed willow type, quite asymmetrical, (0) 1-3 (4)
lobes per side, a lovely orangish-brown shade at maturity, new growth tinged violet-purple, midrib violet-red at 1-3cm of it's
length at the base, some plants more burnt orange with brown tints, variable on the mocha quality but a very unique clone to be
sure. Or: David Clark, University of Florida. Photo: http://www.provenwinners.com/plants/solenostemon/colorblaze-velvet-mocha-coleus-solenostemonscutellarioides

'Velvet Red' - everything I have seen under this name in the US appears to be WIZARD SUN VELVET or some very close to it. I
cannot separate them. Since alot of nursery stock and especially flea market offerings are not labeled to the strain, this kind of
name shift is very understandable. In fact, WIZARD SUN VELVET is occasionally offered in seed form as WIZARD SUN VELVET
RED.
'Velvet Underground' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer sold.
'Velvet Wizard' ?=WIZARD™ VELVET RED

COLE1449 - Coleus COLORBLAZE™ VELVETEEN™ - image above taken at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum, North Carolina
State University, July 2014, Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. Leaves broadly ovate, small and reduced,
generally the blade 4-8cm long x 3-6cm wide, distinctly round-crenate, about 4-7 teeth per side, central zone a rich hot pinkmagenta, not too harsh (15-30%) surface, this zone sometimes lightly branched into a small tree with 4-15mm long
branches, central zone usually terminating about 1.5-3.0cm from the apex, inner band dark maroon to brownish-red (2060% surface), margin light green, fairly thin (2-5% surface), only minor reticulations of red shades. Older blades faint with a
light pink central zone and magenta main veins, a dusky olive to reddish-green inner band with dark red to magenta veins,
margin teeth remaining the same green for color and proportion.

'Velveteen' - Ns: clearly note the trademarked clone described above. Ph: plate above from G. Drobisch, Columbia, Ohio,
Catalog 1895, "bright crimson: deep velvety purple border."
'Venus' - a listed name, perhaps an error for 'Venus Fly Trap'

'Venus Fly Trap'. Very variable and a bit too "all over the map" (non-uniform) for me. The margins are pleasant but there are far
better choices. Photo from Biltmore Estate Conservatory.

'Versa Burgundy to Green' - broadly ovate, ridged along the secondary veins, crenate-serrate but new leaves often subentire to
entire, 50-75% central zone a rich reddish-burgundy, not too dark or blackish a shade of red, remainder a bright light green to
lime green, teeth very thinnly pencilled in red, older leaves most mottled in dark red to purplish-red at the base. Prop: seed strain
so variable.

'Versa Crimson Gold' at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum of NC State Univ.
'Versa Rose to Lime' - narrowly ovate, irregularly crenate to serrate-crenate, 40-50% central zone a near white or cream, this
zone a slightly branched tree along the secondary veins, a basal subzone at 5-15% in rich violet red which is maculated toward
the upper cream portions, remainder a rich lime, margin finely edges dark purple or remaining lime, a nice tricolor. Prop: seed
strain. This is a very refined color set and pattern for seed stock and worthy of clonal selection in future.
'Verschaffeltii' - in the true original strain: a strong plant, leaves larger than some C. blumei, shape ovate-cordate, margins incisedentate (deep coarse teeth), teeth irregular but not frilled, lobed, or deeply incised, leaf base often more cordate, center rich dark
brownish-red (maroon) with chartreuse margins or teeth. Some plants may have had very little of the green or chartreuse on the
edge, though it does vary widely with exposure and culture. An "improved" version was also offered and it has been the parent of
many hybrids. Pretty much anything with a dark velvety red center and either green edges or teeth owes something to these
genes. It could be centered blackish-purple where light permitted but was a glowing burgundy at other times. It dates from at
least 1861 in England where it was shown by Mr. W. Bull at Chelsea. Others think it was first shown at the 1854 World's Fair
having come there from Holland. Reports say that Verschaffelt, the noted florist firm, got it from Java about 1860 but it was at the
1st World's Fair that date should be earlier than 1854. It set seed unlike some of the earlier C. blumei and so it became popular

on grounds of both easy propagation and the quality of it's colors. It did vary a bit apparently in part on 1) the intensity and depth
of the red color and 2) width of green margins or teeth. L.H. Bailey used the var. verschaffeltii Lem. more generally and while he
noted the true leaf shape and margins of 'Verschaffeltii' he did not limit it to the distinctly red-centered variant - as clearly shown
by his dark-veined illustration. Bailey even stated that it was lacinate in some forms, which is not true except for the frilled Bause
hybrids of it. Indeed, this epithet has come to denote the garden taxa in general and this is unfortunate. The plate below from the
Floral Magazine of 1862 is the first quality plate of it I know, a very fine standard for it's traits.

Above is 'Verschaffeltii' from Breck's New Book of Flowers 1866, no color but a very detailed
illustration of the pigment pattern.

A plate from Vick's Nursery, undated.

'Verschaffeltii Major' - "red claret ground, green half leaf" (anonymous, New and Rare Plants column, "New Coleus", The
Horticulturist and Journal of Rural Taste 29: 124 (1874)).
'Verschaffeltii Splendens' - "ground color a pure, self-flamed crimson" (anonymous, New and Rare Plants column, "New Coleus",

The Horticulturist and Journal of Rural Taste 29: 124 (1874)). "Brighter crimson than Verschaffeltii" (J. Hort. RHS Sept. 3, 1874:
214)
'Vesuvius' - "shallow scalloped, red, marked with dark areas and edged in golden yellow to pale green" (Young, H.W. 1962.
Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9). Or: King Nursery,
Rowham UK c. 1886 if the modern plant is ovate, acute, bright crimson, splashed darker shades, and edged yellow.
COLE1481 - Coleus MAINSTEET™ 'Via-Dolorosa' - Very much the 'Kingswood Torch' of Dummen Orange, medium to wide ovate, medium crenate, 10-16 teeth per side, central
zone in magenta pink (20-45% surface), this zone like a short-branched tree, overlap dusky brownish-red to dark bronwish-purple (60-90%), teeth thinnly limed a dark min
green, not a well-defined or distint margin unless viewed at very close range, hence appearing bicolored. Dummen, intro. 2014

'Vicky Darwell' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2008
'Victoria' - John Saul Catalog 1890, not described.
'Victorian Carnival' - deeply incised Carefree-Oak with transitions to Anemone-Fingered yet not as deeply incised as the very
similar 'Kiwi Fern', base color a mix of violet-purple, meidum green, and violet shade shades, effectively purple from a distinct,
each tooth margins in charteuse to yellow. In: Doug Lohman, sport of 'Victorian Ruffles', overall a more pastel version of it.
'Victorian Ruffles' - broadly elliptic, thick-bladed Carefree-Oak type, very large rounded crenated teeth, leaf center often distinctly
convex for a domed effect, the central zone a dark, dusky blackish-purple, margins a rich violet-red, some plants less deformed
and less convex than others, more of a highly crenate narrowly deltoide-elliptic blade. Photo, Source:
http://www.rosydawngardens.com/victorian-ruffles-256.html
'Victorian Yellow Frill' 'Victorian Yellow Ruffles' - narrowly elliptic to Carefree-Oak, frilled-crenate to very undulate serrate, lime green to 70% surface,
suffused and flecked yellow, never any red tints like 'Victorian Ruffles'.
'Victory' - "centre purplish-red, yellow margin" (Amer. Hort. Annual 1871: 109). "deep brown, flaked in centre with crimson"
(Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)).
'Vida' - a listed name, not described, seen in John Dick Jr. Catalog of 1882.

'Vino'. A bit somber and not terribly regular in the margin, the blade acute to sharp acute. I find it pleasant but not particularly
special. The lime margins are very much narrower (more of a picotee line) in some stock compared to this picture. As you can see
from the mature, outdoor plantings below the thin margin exists but is very subtle and not obvious from any normal distance,
surely not while driving by. In many ways, 'Vino' is the ideal landscaping Coleus in the "all purple" category with it's dusky tones,
violet to pink sheens, perfect habit, clear neat foliage, and just the right amount of bright, contrasty teeth. It is not in the "all red"
category but does compete with them. I hope the imagines below from a residential community will inspire since box store and
nursery stock can look muddled and dodgey.

'Violet Lime' 'Violet Metzer' ('Violet Metzger') - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Violet%20Metzer.html
'Violet Outage' - ColeusFinger.org, 2008
'Violet Ruffle' - undulate, rugose, central zone dark brown, violet margins.
'Violet Tricolor' - leaves broadly ovate, medium crenate, 9-12 teeth per side, central zone a rich magenta (25-40%), transition
zone large (15-30%) in dark violet-purple, margins lime green (5-10%) and these bright areas heavily reticular in the violet and
violet-red tones, a tricolor on close inspection. It is a bit harsh for some tastes but certainly adds three very bright shades to the
garden.
'Volcano' (SUPERFINE RAINBOW Group) - narrowly ovate to broadly elliptic-ovate, crenulate, 15-22 teeth per side, 99% velvety
dark red, some teeth tips lime or paler, not boldly contrasting except in a few new leaves per shoot. so: RHS Plant Finder, last
listed 2009
'Volcano Fern' - a listed name from Coleusfinder.org for Plantencentrum Exotica, website no longer active.

'Vulcan' - Habit strong, self-branching. Stems medium green. Leaves undulate, rugose, dark rose-red, thin green margin, rich in
sun and tolerant of intense light as well. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.

WALL STREET™ - appears to a 'Sedona' in a narrower, more crenate blade. Photo courtesy of dummen.de
'Walter Turner' - "leaf centre crimson-maroon, edged with yellow. A vigorous fine sort" (Pedley and Pedley, 1974: 94).
'Warpaint' - merely a strain name of mixed colors and leaf shape, sold by the famous British seed house of Unwins

'Wasabi'. Perhaps the best of the incised, long-tip chartreuse bedders now this Summer 2013. It forms very dense, non-flowering
mounds of much color and density. It may be the the best chartreuse bedder of any leaf shape. Only old leaves as wasabi green
as the the upper portions in sun are much more yellow. Eval: this may be the best chartreuse to lime bedding cultivar ever (Dec.
2013) and all that talk about the University of Florida's wicked cruel trials has come true once again! I witsnessed two long beds
(12-15 ft.) in Cary, North Carolina in 2013 handle 98% humidity and scores of 95-105 F. days with not so much as a wilted leaf or
sunspot or bit of bleaching. This is partially due to the rigorous watering of the landscape management company and their very
thorough soil prep but these 'Wasabi' barely had more than a dime's worth of shade of the summer. And the fact the this clone is
massively prettier than the routine, crenate and ovate limes is a massive plus. People always hate my plant-female analogies but I
can resist one here. This is a lovely, lacy uber-supermodel who just qualified for advanced Delta Force school. Kudos to Dr. Clark
for making the ultimate warrior as zesty as the Japanese veggie and as lovely as anything monocolored in the genus.

'Washington'. Plate from the 1874 Catalog of William C. Williams of Long Island City, Queens.
'Watercolor' = 'Glennis'

'Watermelon', this being clone 1. of the Carefree type and not Burpee's classic, pink-centered Blumei offering.
'Watermelon' - at least two plants under this name:
1) wider Carefree-Oak type, 60-80% of blade a rich plum-red to violet-red center, some nice true watermelon colors in the very
heart of this central zone, outer rim light-medium green, very heavy reticulations in the transition. One of the better reticulated
oaks today (2013). Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/watermelon-259.html

2) classic ovate, 15-20% lime margins, big watermelon-red to rose-red center at 80-85%. This is apparently the "Burpee
Exclusive" strain of 2014
'Watermelon Punch' - RHS Horticultural Databases, accessed 12.8.2019, unchecked name.
'Wauchula' (FLORIDA CITY™ Series) - ht: 36 in. Stems dark ruby red. Central zone cerise-red, light gold flecking, blades rich ruby
red below, undulate.
'Way Hot' - ovate, about 12-17 teeth per side. base color umber-yellow to light yellow suffused light olive, most notable for a
central zone made of magenta-red to light violet-red spots that form a tree shape in some cases in the low half, teeth also picotee
margined in this same magenta to red shade. In: Glasshouse Works, bef. 2011
'Weardale' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009
'Wearsider' - broadly and irregularly ovate, much texture, rugose, some margins Laciniate-Fimbvriate, other more irreguarly
undulate and lobed or toothed, central zone a bright, medium pink (50-85% syuface), markgs usually in darek olive spots over
pale cream or pink, these often bullate, very twisted and rugose. In: RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009
'White Fern' - Fantasia or Anemone-Fern type, very pale greenish-yellow with some white zones and suffusions. It is not pure
white or near white, though one of the palest Coleus on record.
'White Finger' ('White Fingers', plurals are undesirable per the Cultivated Code) - Ht: 15 in. Habit: slow, compact. deeply incisedfingered, mostlhy creamy-white, teeth and tips bright green. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own
selection. Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/white-fingers-260.html
'White Gem' - "shallow scalloped, rugose, central vein pinkish, central zone creamy-white to pale yellow with green flecks and
edging" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 629). To me it is something of a narrow-bladed 'Buttercreme' but also with a slightly tree-shaped central cream zone.
'White Lace' - Ht: 18 in. Leaves with margins fingered, incised, creamy-white centers, margin medium green, Or: Vern Ogren,
Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.
'White Pleasant' - narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, coarsely serrate to lightly fringed, big cream to near white central zone to 50%
or more, margins a rich medium to dark green. One of the most refined white/green clones and yes the center is very white in
mature blades. It can be compared to 'Buttercreme' but is much whiter than it.
'Whittonii' - apparently from C. rehneltianus, short wide ovate to suborcular-ovate, central zone 25-35% rich pink to pale
magenta, remainder a medium green, transition zone a heavily reticulated mix of dark burgundy-red to dark purple veins, these to
tertiary levelsa and often 2-6mm wide, effectively a highly reticulated tricolor. Or: unclear. We found a reference in the 1922
Garden Life to C. Whittoni and C. Brownii used for basket plants. The Annual Report of the Trinidad Dept. of Agriculture says it
was popular there in 1928, so perhaps it is one of their creations.
'Whoopee' - Lacinate-Fimbriate blade, mauve-purple center (70-90%), margins bright lime to medium green, the marginal edge
also reticulated in the same mauve-purple to violet-red. Or: Ken Frieling, Glasshouse Works, cross of 'Red Ruffles' x 'Vagabond'.

'Wild Lime' - I know two clones which cannot be combined so far:
1) short ovate to suborbicular-ovate, bright lime with some yellow veins and yellowish teeth. So: Hatchett Creek, online catalog,
accessed 11.28.2013
2) Very undulate, wavy Carefree-Oak bicolor, older leaves mature to an ovate with micro-undulations of the margins (crispate to a
taxonomist), a big yellow central zone to 60%, no red pigments and becoming creamier and paler with age, but rarely more than
a pale yellow, big 40-50% bright green edge with strong 3-D undulation. This is perhaps the best yellow/green oak types ever,
very uniform in the two tones and elegant in the ripples. This clone is shown in the plate above.

This is a wild version of 'Lime Ripple' and not a rippled form of 'Wild Lime', which is actually lime with a big gold center. This
is offered by Farmer aka Crazyjoesplants on eBay and is quite an interesting item with it's true Laciniate-Fimbriate type
margins. The lime or pale yellow spots are everywhere but much more pronounced on the edges in what a taxonomist would
call a margino-maculata type chimera. It was not terribly vigorous in the two years we've tried it (late 2016 with a short
season) and full season in 2017 so I'd consider it more of a collector's item. You need to have it viewable up close to
appreciate the intricate color patterns. This shot shows it peaking through a white picket fence along a walk and just 1-2
feet from anyone walking by. It would be lost in a large planting of mixed cultivars unless near the front of the border or
container.
'Wild Streak' ('Wildstreak') - fingered-incised, rich brown, irregularly toned red tips, "on fire" per Vern. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm
Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.

'William K. Harris' - "ground cover of deep maroon, reticulated and veined with crimson" (John Dick Jr. Catalog 1882)
'William Longstreth' - "finely reticulated with different shades of vermillion (John Dick Jr. Catalog 1882)

'William Penn'. Plate from the 1874 Catalog of William C. Williams of Long Island City, Queens.

'William Saul' - "(new), bronze and crimson" (John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above)
'Wilsonii' ('Verschaffeltii' x 'Veitchi') - frilled, rich velvety chocolate tinged purple, base and teeth also purplish, nice mottled
overall.
'Wimuama' (FLORIDA CITY™ Series)
'Wine Country' - similiar to 'Saturn' but like 'Saturn's Ring' a more narrow red ring and a much larger green center (75-95%)
'Winsome' - narrowly elliptic-ovate, irregularly and shallowly crenate, some blade deformed with very variable teeth types,
elongated acuminate apex, this often twisted to one side, hook-like or even downward, 90-95% bright magenta, remainder a dark
to medium green margin, a small irreguarly dark purplish transition zolne of just 3-6% surface, some leaves show a yellow
subzone between the green margin and main magenta zone of yellow without or with a darker transition zone too. Aw: RHS AGM.
'Winter Spot' - a listed name. Details requested.
'Winter Sun' - narrowly ovate to long-taped elliptic-ovate, crenate, variable teeth numbers as the base can be subentire to entire,
usually 5-10 per side, base color a muted greenish-orange to pale orange to 98% surface, bright green crenate teeth for some
contrast. There are better orange/green or orange/yellow bicolors available today (2013). "A handsome light golden-brown of
medium vigour and a bushy habit...the best golden brown cultivar" (Pedley and Pedley 1974: 94). Aw: RHS AGM.
'Wisley Flame' - Photo, Description: http://apps.rhs.org.uk/plantselector/plant?plantid=5913
'Wisley Promise' - elliptic-ovate, neatly tapered, crenulate, dark dusky scarlet with a very sutble central tree zone in paler rose-red,
not a sharp zone, very thin lime teeth. Older leaves more boldly contrasting in burgundy with a medium red to bright rose-red
central tree at 45%. Quite refined colorations. RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2001. Hsp: http://plants.jstor.org/specimen/wsy0012949?
history=true (JSTOR nomenclatural standard)
'Wisley Supreme' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2001
'Wisley Tapestry' - compact, 30cm tall. Leaves much reduced, overall a forward-pointing duckfoot, 1-3 lobes per side, 60-95%

center a rich dark burgundy-red, midrib a paler magenta, thin pale chartreuse margin. ward: RHS AGM. Photo:
http://apps.rhs.org.uk/plantselector/plant?plantid=4149

'Witch Doctor' (STAINED GLASSWORKS Series) - strongly pointed Carefree Oak, very irregular and asymmetrical with 1-7 teeth or
lobes per side, these robes ranging from sharp to short and rounded to long and elliptic to curious, twisted, deformed shapes,
base color a dark chartreuse, heavily marked, suffused, margined and flecked a dark dusky maroon. Some portions of the blade
are micro-bullate (bubble-like, raised, concave) and others are rippled and rugosely textured to various degrees, quite
unpredictable with no two leaves the same. Image courtesy of Dummen Orange.
WIZARD™ Series - a popular seed strain which now and again produces "off" seedlings of slightly different colors and patterns. It
is perhaps the most popular general seed strain in the US in 2018 and years before, being offered as cheap flats of mixed colors
or single color/pattern strains for just a few dollars each. It is even sold by firms offering the latest, expensive, named clones.

'Wizard Autumn' - not clearly of the TM series?
WIZARD™ CORAL SUNRISE - ovate, big branched coral-sunset tree in center, muddy green transition zone, thinnish medium
green edge.
WIZARD™ GOLDEN - broadly ovate, faintly mottled lime over a medium yellow base color, crenate.

WIZARD™ JADE
WIZARD™ JADE - very sophisticated cream/green bicolors because of the central zone or tree with short, elegant branches arcing
upward in the green margin, very pretty and often quite symmetrical for colors. It resembles VERSA GREEN HALO but the central
tree branches (that is, the incurved cream arms) are longer in most seedlings here.

WIZARD™ MOSAIC - moderately to wide ovate, light, bright green base color, heavy dark red markings in small sectors or large
streaks to 30% of surface, some yellow tints throughout. There are much better mosaics or green/red splashed clones in your
editor's opinion. The plate below in strong heat and sun shows the more chartreuse to yellowish base color. It is more of a lime to
green base color with shade.

WIZARD™ PASTEL - short ovate, sometimes subdeltoide (nearly triangular), big mottled red to rose-red center at 40-50% surface,
pouter ring a mix of rich yellow and lime shades, almost a tricolor at times. Being seed grown, clones might be selected from it.
WIZARD™ PINEAPPLE - narrowly ovate, new leaves often quite folded lengthwise, mix of pineapple gold mottled on a green base,
dark purple stems of traditional clones of the Pineapple colorations. Not as fine a named clones.
WIZARD™ PINK

WIZARD™ RED VELVET - it varies slightly from a very thin olive toothy-margin with high red reticulations (1-2mm wide) to a wider
amber, light olive, or reddish-green margin of 4-8mm. Some seedlings are darker and more velvety than others.

WIZARD™ ROSE. The proportion of cream, green, and dark magenta varies from seedling to seedling as does the amount of redmagenta spotting.
WIZARD™ ROSE - broadfly ovate, coarsely crenate, 7-11 teeth per side, 40-50% bright green to bright lime margin, central zone
cream to pinkish-cream at 35-50%, this cream zone much branched like a "central tree", often with 1-3 jagged branch apices,
small (5-10%) bright pink bar on the central cream tree, tricolored overall but with a much reduced pink portion compared to

most lime/cream/pink tricolors.
WIZARD™ SCARLET - Short ovate, showing some C. rehneltianus influence, about 95-98% a solid scarlet to burgundy center, thin
chartreuse edge, widely highlighting the uniform crenate teeth. Very refined for a seed strain.
'Wizard Sport' - not a valid cultivar name, any such sports requiring a new, distinct name.
WIZARD SUN™ Series
WIZARD SUN™ CORAL - appears similar to WIZARD CORAL
WIZARD SUN™ GOLDEN
WIZARD SUN™ SUNSET - small ovate, mix of red, orange, and other sunset tones, midrib and some veins paler, near yellow.
WIZARD SUN™ VELVET - ovate, finely crenulate, overall a velvety red, thin green margin near the teeth, strong and wide midvein
in more true (less dark) red shades.
'Wonderful Rainbow'
'Wonker' - Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Wonker.html
'Worm Wings' - listed name, Coleusfinder.org, 2008.
'Yada Yada Yada' - ha: spreading, often strong and dense. Leaves small, central zone a clean pink, transition zone in violet
shades, outer margin mint green. This description does not seem to match the photo online of 'Yada Yada' from Glasshouse
Works.
'Yeddo' - mostly golden-yellow by one report. Nanz and Neuner, Louisville, Kentucky, Catalog 1900 says "center green, white
border, spotted light carmine".

'Yellow Bedder'. As seen here at the old convervatory at Biltmore, this very old clone is neither yellow (unless baked too much in
sun) nor interesting for habit or margins. We are a dozen or more better choices but as an heirloom do keep it going.

'Yellow Bird' - "deep yellow" (John Saul Catalog 1886, scan above).
'Yellow Croton' - blade very narrow, lanceolate to lanceolate elliptic, mostly yellow, thinnish green margin by one report.
'Yellow Dragon' - fingered to sub-anemone pattern, base color 95-98% a golden-yellow to medium-yellow, becoming more
mottled with a dark, somber lime green as the blades age, margins incompletely and thinnly lined in dark red to dark violet-red,
giving a nice refined outline. Perhaps the best fingered-anemone in nearly all gold. Photo:
http://www.rosydawngardens.com/yellow-dragon-382.html

'Yellow Fin Tuna' (UNDER THE SEA™ series) - anemone-fingered type with some aspects of a highly incised Carefree, very 3-D.
Leaves always bright yellowish-green to chartreuse, sometime more bright lime in shade, not having one bit of red pigment
anywhere on most plants, a lovely subject for contrast of color and texture. Or: Dr. Bors.
'Yellow Gem' - "bright canary-yellow, veined with white" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)).
'Yellow Jacket' - Grown in San Francisco, CA in 1890 per their Annual Report of the Board of Park Commissioners. It is presumed
to be a golden bedding type. In: US c. 1888.
'Yellow Sunrise' - moderately wide ovate, coarsely crenate, base color a bright lime, heavily sectored (not finely flecked in general)
in a subtle set of rusty orange, dusky red, pale purplish, and orangish-green tones, never a bright or dark red sector, marked to
50% surface but deliciously subtle in the markings, these blending into lime and olive intermediate shades of much charm. Photo,
Source: http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/yesu59.html
'Yellow Traveling Queen' - Or, Pat: US# 625 on July 31, 1915 to Oak Grove Greenhouse, Tuskegee, Alabama, USA. So: almost
certainly lost.

'Yellowfin Tuna'
'Yellowfin Tuna' (UNDER THE SEA®) - very irregular fingered-oak sort, highly 3-dimensional, numerous broadly elliptic lobes
appear from within this dense canopy, some more ovate and stalked, uniformly bright lime tinged yellow but not a classic or bold
chartreuse, elongated terminal lobe in elliptic shape, low to medium rugosity (texture), a oddity and curiosity you will love. Photo:
http://www.hortcoutureplants.com/product-detail/coleus-under-the-sea%C2%AE-yellowfin-tuna

'Ying and Yang' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer sold (2019)
'Yosemite Falls' (GREAT FALLS™ series) - trailing, compact, Suborbicular or rehneltianus type blade, 3-4 fairly large, dentate teeth
per side, possibly a cross with a Duckfoot Group clone, unlike most trailers it is devoid of red pigments, a large pale yellow and
bright lime margins at about 50:50 surface. I think this is the best of the GREAT FALLS offering since it's so distinct without any
red centers or markings. In: to US 2018.
'Yulee' (FLORIDA CITY™ Series) - deeply lobed-fingered shape, semi-anemone form, some lobes with sublobes of turbinate and
obovate shape, 2-8 lobes per side, central zone 80-98% a rich dark pink to palish magenta, finely rugose so as to produce darker
pink and near red shadows, terminal lobe oftewn marked muddy reddish-green in 2-3 zones, margin a thin mix of lime and yellow,
often both shades on the same side of one leaf. This all said, I have seen other plants that are more heavily tinged in dark reddish
shades.
'Zanzibar' - "ground color canary yellow, dark crimson blotch and rich crimson" (anonymous, New and Rare Plants column, "New
Coleus", The Horticulturist and Journal of Rural Taste 29: 124 (1874)).

'Zap Knarley' - narrowly elliptic-ovate, appear often elongated, almost always acuminate (very sharp), very jagged, acuminate
teeth, perhaps just 3-7 per side, some teeth very widely angled to near horizontal positions, ogther tteth incurved and twisted in a
spiral, bright green base color, most leaves with cream central zone at 7-20% surface, numerous secondary veins in dark
blackish-purple, curiously some veins are richly colored when the midrib is not dark as if the veins appear out of no where, in
other the tertiary veins form 3-8 pendulous branches from the dark secondary veins, without or with a dark midrib, some margins
also of dark pigment but usually incomplete (just part of the edge) and not more than 1-2mm wide. Or: Carol and Tim Smallwood,
Virginia, US
'Zebra' - broadly ovate, a mosaic of mostly medium green to lime tones and assorted dusky red, purple, and violet-red tones. In:
probably Glasshouse Works as they sold it for years.

'Yeddo' - Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as "New", see scan above.

ZEN MOMENT™. Image courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Zesty Blonde' - A sport of 'Zesty Zucchini' in the same base color of burnished yellow but this time mottled irregularly with violetred and pale olive spots, lacking a general central zone of the parent clone. It can be up to 80% yellow. listed name at
http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own introduction

'Zesty Zucchini', a not-so-classic tricolor but basically a green/gold bicolor overlaid with nice red and pink tints. Leaves are narrow
elliptic-ovate, crenate to short dentate, often directed forward in the upper half, center a rich medium green to olive green
(zucchini tinted at times) to 30-40% of the blade, the outer rim a sweet honey-yellow to creamy-yellow with pink tints, this
marginal zone somewhat suggestive of gold zucchini blossoms which are gold and orange (maybe I'm imaging this), and a midrib
(not a strong nor clean central zoned) flushed dark vino red, finely rugose. Sometimes pink marginal tones glow from below the
leaf when backlit. One of the distinctive and recognizable Coleus cultivars ever, a modern classic and quite superior. Or: Baker's
Acres

'Zinger' (FLYING CARPET™ Series). In: Terra Nova Nurseries c. 2017. Image above courtesy of and copyright owned by
terranovanurseries.com

'Zooey' (HIPSTERS™)(3/2014) - low-spreading. Leaves very narrow Salicifolius or willow type, very sharp "spiky" aspect due to
very acuminate apices, base color a bright yellowish-chartreuse, central zone area stripes and in a narrowly branched "tree" or
bright reddish-magenta (30-60%), some reticulations from the long branches of the central tree or stripes, a very distinct look to
date (March 2014). Or, in: Terra Nova 2014. Image above not typical of outdoor plantings. This is a two year, indoors (under
fluorescent lamp) house plant that is smaller and more petite than it would be outdoors. Still a very pretty thing.

'Zulu' - "Crimson maroon, blotched yellow" (Peter Henderson Catalog 1884, scan above). It is considered lost since about that
time.

